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SOKE ECONOMIC ASPECTS OT MARKETING FLUID MILK
IN WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS
Introduction
In November, 1935. & #ew England-wide program of railk marketing
research was inaugurated under the leadership of the New England Research
Council. This program as tentatively outlined placed major emphasis on
secondary markets. 1 The outline of procedure that was accepted, as
drawn up by Mr. H. B. Rowe of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
divided the projects meriting consideration into four groups: (1) Pre-
liminary Studies, (2) Supply Side of the Market, (3) Consumption and
Demand, and <H) City Distribution.
Considerable research in the first group, Preliminary Studies,
has already been completed.^
A study of "Secondary Milk Markets in Massachusetts" under the
outlined New England-wide program has been in progress since December,
1935- Objectives of the Program are: (1) to assemble an accurate body
of data descriptive of the market, and (2) to provide data essential
to the accurate forecasting of the effects of price changes in the
market. Work under way at present is divided into two sections covering
six secondary markets. Section I comprises the Connecticut Valley group
1. Secondary markets in New England are organized markets other than the
one primary market, Boston.
2. Schoenfeld, W. A. , Some Economic
,
Aspects of the Marketing of Milk and
Cream in New England . U.S.D.A., Cir. 16, Oct. 1927.
Piel ding, J. G. , A Study of Milk and Cream Supplies for Greater
Providence. 1929-1931 Agr. Exp. Sta. of R. I. State College, Bui. 237,
Aug. 1932.
Lindsey, A.H. , Sources of Milk Supply in Twenty- Nine Secondary Markets
in Massachusetts
, mimeographed report, Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta., March 193^.
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of markets inciting Springfield. Westfield, Holyoke, Chicopee and North-
ampton. Section II comprises the Worcester market.
This thesis is the first report on Section II of the study of
"Secondary Milk Markets in Massachusetts".
Objectives :
As this project is only one section of a state program which in
itself is part of a larger New England program, a separately developed
set of objectives for a study of the Worcester market would conflict
with the synthesis of the finished products. One purpose of this report
is to maintain consistency with the outline of the New England program
and the specific objectives of the Massachusetts program. A detailed
descriptive analysis of the economic structure of the Worcester milk
shed is the ultimate aim. It is hoped that in following such procedure
there will be presented a picture, historically valuable in itself, that
will serve as foundation for further development of the same analysis
in an effort to determine production response to price changes in the
market.
In 1932 and 1933 the quite universal breakdown of established
milk marketing procedure caused much concern. The aftermath of that
part of the upheaval that took place in Massachusetts is the Massachusetts
Milk Control Board, created by an act of the Massachusetts legislature
in July, 193U. This board, which still functions, establishes producer
prices for milk in the Commonwealth. But in the interests of orderly
marketing, no amount of authority can compensate for a lack of under-
standing of the respective magnitudes of economic forces at work in a
particular market.
Correct differentials depend on proper interpretation of accurate
market information. Though controversy still exists over the value of
so-called "unit cost of production and distribution studies" as an aid
to setting prices, the consensus of opinion Is that it is sound economics
to set the price at a point where just the right volume of milk enters
the market. An accurate understanding of production-price response and
demand-price response can become one of the greatest aids to determining
that price whether it is regulated by government or competition.
To this end the New England-wide study of milk marketing sets up
as a major consideration in its hypothesis the gathering and proper
analysis of accurate and detailed information. It is hoped that this
evolving of specific information from general can be of material benefit
in helping to solve particular situations. In turn, an understanding
of these situations will help to refine the general principles of milk
marketing, the final draft of which is probably still in the formative
stage.
Scope
Under vSection II of the inclusive outline, "Suoply Side of the
Market", are listed seven sub-projects as follows:
1. Organization of the Market.
2. Economic Structure of the Milk Shed.
3. Trucking.
h. Operation and Organisation of Country Plants.
5- Production Response to Price.
6. Interrelationships between Markets.
7. Concluding Appraisal of Marketing up to the
beginning of City Distribution.
The end hoped for is an understanding of production response
to price and market interrelationships. The first four sub-projects
constitute basic research prerequisite to the larger goal. They lay the
foundation and point the way for the final projects; thus, inclusiTe
conclusions on the economics of milk marketing from the initial studies
are not expected. Their respective aims will be summary rather than
conclusion.
This study of the Worcester market cowers the first two sub-
projects; Organization of the Market, and Economic Structure of the
Milk Shed. Descriptive treatment of the first project serves as
background for the second project, towards which major emphasis has
been directed. This part i 8 an attempt to describe, map, and analyse
in detail many of the economic variations existent in the Worcester
milk shed in 1935
.
Sources of Information
Basic data for this study consist of records of milk dealer
payroll audita of the Massachusetts Milk Control Board for the
calendar year 1935. For all agencies licensed to distribute milk
in the City of Worcester, records include the following:
1, Dealer purchases of milk from producers by semi-monthly
•ay periods.
2. Milk purchases divided between base and surplus for
rating plan dealers.
3- Gross Class I, Class II, and blended prices paid for
milk by semi-monthly pay periods.
U. Het amounts (dollars) received for milk by producers
by semi-monthly pay periods.
5. Records of deductions.
a. Milk Board ieses sraents.
b. Can charges.
c. Cooperative Association fees.
d. Transportation rates.
e. Other deductions.
6. Total purchases by dealers by semi-monthly pay periods
and Class I and Class II division of sales.
Investigation has revealed the above-outlined price and purchase
information to he incomplete for certain dealers. Insofar as possible
these omissions have been filled in from actual payroll records through
personal contacts with such dealers. Other omissions have necessitated
study of a large sample rather than conclusive tabulation.
By using lists of producers and dealers thus secured from the
Milk Control Board's files, maps have been constructed showing geographical
locations of producers. This work was enabled by maps made available
by the Worcester County Agricultural Extension Service. Interpretation
and evaluation of all data have been materially enhanced by information
gained through personal contacts or correspondence with personnel of
the office of milk inspection of the City Health Department of Worcester,
State Milk Control Board officials, Hew England Milk Producers Association
officials, and State and County Extension Service workers. No contacts
with individual producers have been made specifically for this study.
However, the author spent three weeks in the field in September, 1936,
securing farm survey records from producers in one part of the Worcester
milk shed in connection with the current cooperative study of "Inter-
regional Competition" being conducted jointly by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, Harvard University, and several cooperating
state experiment stations.
Definitions of Terms
Secondary and Primary Markets : Size of the market, measured by
the copulation of the constming area, and relationship to adjoining
markets determine its classification. In Massachusetts, Boston is the
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only market considered primary; others are secondary.
Worcester Market refers in general to the area served by milk
distributors licensed by the City of Worcester to sell milk. In addition
to the city, it includes the business in adjoining towns of dealers located
in the city. It also includes total business of distributors located in
adjoining towns with sales in Worcester. In the case of distributors who
are located in towns outside the general 6ales area but operate in the
city, only Worcester sales are included.
Worcester Area refers to Sales Area Number S as determined by
the Massaehuset z* Milk Control Board and includes the towns of Rutland,
Holden, West Boylston, Boylston, Paxton, Worcester, Shrewsbury, Spencer,
Leicester, Auburn, Millbury, and Grafton.
Classification of Milk. Reference to milk in this study is as
follows:
Class I milk refers to fluid milk distributed to consumers for human
consumption. Pasteurization is the only change from the natural form
allowed for such milk.
Class II railk refers to fluid milk which is purchased from producers
supplying Class I milk but is not marketed in fluid form. A. synonymous
term for suci milk is surplus .
Distributing Agencies : The following designations are made in
this study: Dealer refers to agencies purchasing milk for fluid sale
from one or more producers, the dealer's major business activity being
selling and not producing. Agencies buying milk for fluid sale from
producers and also producing part of their supply are called
Producer-peal
e
rg . Agencies selling at retail or wholesale delivery
milk produced only on their own fams are called Producer &&&&&
Agencies purchasing from other dealer, milk only which is intended for
delivered resale are called Intermediate Dealer* .
Producer refers to the combination of fanner end farm producing
milk for sale to dealers or producer-dealers. It is taken to mean one
producing unit.
Worcester Milk Shed refers to the geographical area in which
producers for the Worcester market are located.
price ffiffinfi Plj3ft8- Three methods of paying producers for milk
ourchased are employed among dealers:
Flat Plan, refers to payment at the established Class I price for
all milk purchased. Such purchase may he on a straight volume
basis at the price for milk containing 3. 7$ butter-fat, or on
a weight and test basis with adjustment above or below 3.7$
according to an established butter-fat differential.
Use Flan refers to payment according to the percentage division
of a dealer's sales between Class I and Class II milk. Such
percentage division is periodically applied equally to all
producers of a single dealer.
Rating Plan is essentially a use plan with base ratings estab-
lished by the dealer for every producer. A rating is a quantity
of milk produced daily for which the producer is allowed a Class
I price end is based on average daily production for the previous
year, iiilk produced in addition to the rating allowance is called
excess. When the dealers' purchases of rated milk exceed their
Class I sales, the price paid for rated milk is blended downward
from the established Class I price and all excess milk is paid for
at the established Glass II price. When their Class I sales
exceed rated milk purchases, all rated milk is paid for at the
Class I price and the excess milk price is blended upward from
the Class II price.
Composite Price refers to the average price paid by dealers for
all milk purchased. It is a weighted average of the Class I and Class
II prices determined by the proportions of milk sold in the respective
classes.
Butter^fst Differential refers to a premium or a deduction for
milk testing above or below 3.7^ butter fat. It is expressed as cents
per hundred pounds of milk for each one-tenth percent of butter fat.
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Characteristlcs of the Worcester Milk Market
As an organized milk market, Worcester is unique in many respects.
It is the third largest city in Hew England, being exceeded by only
Boston and Providence. The 1935 Census reported a population of 190,^71,
a decrease of 2.5$ from the peak of 195,311 reached in 1930.
Worcester is centrally located, serving as a shopping center for
approximately *K)0,000 people. Population is further increased s large
part of the year by the presence of four colleges and two preparatory
schools. There are 600 industrial establishments in the city of such
diversity that employment is fairly stable except in times of extreme
business inactivity. Steel and wire, machine tools, leather, and
textiles comprise the major portion of the industrial units.
The City Milk and Cream Supply
In 1935, eighty-one distributing agencies purchased from farmers
a total of 60,679,838 pounds of fl\iid milk. This represents average
daily deliveries by producers of 172,883 pounds. Information on cream
supplies is unavailable for ths entire year, but in January, cream
dealers airchased an average of 5»325 Quarts daily. This amount
is a milk eq\iivalent of llH,H90 pounds compared to average daily pur-
chases of milk in January of 161,267 pounds. One large cream dealer
operates a branch plant in Providence. In January, 1935. tkis concern
averaged to reship 920 quarts (19»7S1 pounds, milk equivalent) to this
plant daily so that total purchases of cream for sale in the Worcester
-10-
area amounted to a milk equivalent of only 9^,711 pounds.
Total daily purchases of milk and cream by Worcester milk dealers
equaled 255,978 pounds in a city numbering 190,^71 persons, '•'hough
this daily volume indicates a per capita consumption of more than one
pound, such is not the case because of temporary increases in population
and the fact that part of the supply is delivered to consumers in
neighboring towns. Inadequate information on these variations makes
a satisfactory estimate of per capita consumption impossible.
Ninety percent of the fluid milk supply is produced in Massachusetts,
but nearly all the cream purchased as such comes from outside the state.
Figure 1 and Table 1 show origin of milk and cream supplies in January,
1935. The 8.0$ of milk supplied from outside the state is nearly equally
divided between Vermont and Hew York, with a negligible amount coming
from Connecticut. Cream was shipped from seven states, the largest
proportion (^3.6$) coming from Michigan.
Source of milk supplies remains fairly constant. City milk
inspectors serving Worcester for the past several years report that
since 1930, shif Is in supply area have been comparatively slight. 1
Cream per unit of fat is much cheaper to transport to market than
fluid milk. This enables milk production for cream use in areas of
naturally low production costs, and accounts for a widely fluctuating
cream shed. Certain Worcester dealers 1 records indicate that this
geographical picture presented for January may imperfectly represent
the following months 1 situation.
1. Informal interview with Worcester milk inspectors.
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Ol.jti of Worcester's milk is pro-
duced in Massachusetts but most of
the cream supply is from outside the
Rt.Bt.ft.)
Figure 1. The Worcester, Massachusetts Milk and Cream
Supply for January, 1935. by State of Origin.
Table 1. The Worcester Milk and Cream Supply by State of Origin
January, 1935*
rilk Cream
Origin Pounds % of Origin Quarts $ of
Total Total
Massachusetts 92.0 Maine 880 0.5
Vermont 216,121
a
Connecticut 5,000 3.1
Hew York 167,000 Vermont 23,200 1U.1
Connecticut 16. 62"? 0.3 Ohio 2k,000 1U.5
',997,2^1
Indiana 32,000 19.4
Total Milk 100.0 Michigan 72,000 h3.6
3,5^.220
rissouri 8.000 M
Total Cream lbs. (eouiv.
)
Total 165,080 100.0
Total
. 100.0
Milk Ecuivalent - -?.5H9.?20 lbs.
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Surolies from Vermont remain fairly constant; this state comprises
the normal cream shed for Worcester. But in late years, Mid-Western cream
has become an important factor in New England milk markets. This * actor
is reflected on the map in Figure 1. Cream from New York State will not
normally find its way into the Worcester market because New York City is
its logical outlet. Increase of milk production in the Mid-West in recent
years has given rise to supplies in parts of that territory not rigidly
confined to the milk shed of any particular organized market. This
situation baa probably encouraged Mid-Western dairymen to seek a market
east of the New York milk shed.
Worcester cream dealers who secure part of their supply from the
Mid-West find little choice among states. As a result, the actual sup-
ply from month to month fluctuates among the states of Ohio, Indiana,
Michigan and Missouri.
Relationship to pther Markets
Nearly all of the $2.0% of Yorcester's milk that is produced in
Massachusetts is produced in Worcester County (see Figure 2). 1 With
the geographical milk shed divided into five-mile zones, production for
Worcester is limited to the 10-mile zone on the East, and the 15-raile
zone on the North and South, but extends to the 25-mile zone on the West,
ilie area of most concentrated production lies west and slightly northwest
of the city between the 10 and 20-mile zones and comprises the towns of
Spencer, North Brookfleld, New Braintree and Oakham.
1. The nap in Figure 2 shows geographical location of farms. Due to
inability to locate all farms, the map includes only 63.3% of all
Massachusetts producers representing 90.6$ of total milk production.
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Primary Markets
Worcester ia Uo miles nest of Boston, the one primsry milk market
in New England, and about l60 miles east of Hew York City, another primary
market. Though 3.5$ of Worcester's milk comes from % country plant at
Hoosick, New York, on the eastern edge of New York City's milk shed, the
Worcester market is not influenced to any great extent by this milk shed
because of the intervening secondary markets of Springfield, Chicopee,
Holyoke, and Pittsfield.
ihe Boston market is directly related to the Worcester market in
at least three respects. (1) Milk production for Worcester from territory
east of the city is practically confined to the nearby towns of Grafton,
Shrewsbury, and Horthborough, due partly to competition exerted by the
Greater Boston market for milk produced in towns farther east. (2) The
Boston market is large and near enough to the entire Worcester supply
area to enable some Worcester producers for lack of a satisfactory
market
elsewhere, to compete occasionally in that market. (3) m of the
largest milk distributing concerns in New England with
their major
business operations in Boston operate branch plants in
Worcester.
A large proportion of producers in the Worcester
milk shed are
members of the New England Milk Producers' Association,
a producers'
bargaining cooperative that is active in the Boston
market. Much of
the cream shipped to Worcester from Vermont is
purchased through the
New England Milk Producers' Association. In
addition, the intensive
dairy regions of Vermont, from which more than 50*
of the total Boston
supply come,, cm be considered a potential
source of milk for Worcester.
This factor, at least under ^restricted
marketing conditions, can nearly
always be depended upon to prevent the success
of any organised efforts
-15-
of Worcester County producers to secure benefits of piece monopoly.
In spite of these several inter-relationships, the *wo markets are
essentially different and sufficiently isolated to facilitate separate
detailed study of either market.
Secondary Markets
A study of secondary milk market supplies in 1932 by the Mass-
achusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, recognizes 29 such markets.
(See Figure 3) The Worcester supply area is influenced by the size
and location of 10 of these other secondary markets. Nine are com-
paratively small markets to the north, east and south of Worcester,
ranging in size from Clinton with a population of 12,373 Pitchburg
with a population of ^,700 (see Figure U). Springfield, with a
population of lH9,6U? In 1935. although located 50 miles west of
Worcester, is large enough to bear a relationship to the Worcester
market.
The smaller secondary markets bordering Worcester form the
links of an imaginary chain describing a semi-circle east of the City
from Gardner on the North through Frarainghaa on the East to
Southbridge
on the South («ee Figure U). They act collectively as a natural
boundary of the Worcester milk shed. Figure U indicates that the
supply area for the city does not extend far enough to include any of
these smaller markets. Along the outer edge of the eastern half
of the
milk shed there is some overlapping with the supply areas of these
markets, making possible some -roducer choice between markets.
\ MT11nn7 * u ; ggjjg g gg 555 in SjjESjjB 5355
In Massachusetts , Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta. , March, 193
1
*-
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WORCESTER COUNTY
THE WORCESTER MILK SHED AND OTHER ADJOINING SECONDARY MARKETS
A. large pert of the milk business of these markets is of the
producer-distributor type. Except for Fitchborg and possibly Gardner
and Framingham, these markets are net large enough to enable dealers
buying from wholesale producers to exert much lnflxteace on the Worcester
market.
Investigation of inter-market dealer activities discloses that
a comparatively large dealer in Marlborough operates one milk route
in Worcester and a comparatively large dealer in Webster also operates
one route in Worcester. The activities of this Yebster dealer in
Worcester account for the snail tjmount of Connecticut milk that is sold
in Worcester.
Of 5^ primary milk dealers'1 selling milk in Worcester in 1935,
13 were located outside the city in surrounding towns. Of these 13
dealers, two wore in Boylston ?nd two in West Boylston. Their location
enables thejn to be potential if not actual competitors in the Clinton
market.
The relationship between the Worcest&r 83t& Uie Springfield
markets is seen in a "corridor area" comprising Hardwick, Hew Braintree,
West Brookfield, and Warren, wherp wholesale dairymen are about equally
divided between the two milk sheds. (See Figure 5) Although seme
producers ere so situated in this overlapping zone that they can shift
from one raarket to the other, the two aarkets are sufficiently isolated
to prevent many shifts except when conditions la the respective markets
ere radically different.
One dealer with a pl*nt in Spencer operates in both markets hut is
1. Does not include producer dealers and producer distributors.
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Summary
Worcester's geographical location with reference to Boston and
the Boston^ shed is such that in times of maladjustment in Boston,
some Vermont milk naturally destined for Boston may seek a market in
Worcester, but milk produced in the Worcester milk shed in Worcester
County will probably never constitute a very important factor in the
Boston market. Worcester is so hemmed in on the East. Korth and South
by smaller secondary markets that the milk shed east of the city is
confined to the 10 and 15-mile ZOnes. West of the city fa*, 0Uantitie8
of milk as far out as the 25-mile zone reach the market. It is in
this zone that Worcester's milk shed overlaps that of Springfield.
Distributing IfiBgjgjjg
Fluid milk finds its ultimate consumer in numerous places. Milk
is delivered by dealers direct to the consumer's door. ^he transaction
may be an over-the-counter affair at milady's grocer's. It is consumed
as a beverage or incorporated in other food in restaurants. It is
delivered to workmen in factories, and to schools, hospitals, and other
institutions, and is purchased directly by the consumer at the dealer's
plant or salesroom.
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Types of DealersM variety of methods of buying
.ilk account, for several type,
and sizes of dealer businesses in any siseable m^9t
. In ^0TCnUr§
dealers are divided into four classes: primary dealers, producer dealer.,
producer distributors, and intermediate dealers.
The lines of demarcation are not rigid. Some of the largest
dealers in the city own and operate dairy farms. Strictly speaking, such
businesses are of the producer-dealer type, but for the purpose of this
etudy are classed as dealers because they better represent that class-
ification. Dealers are thought of as the larger businesses where major
attention is focussed on processing and distributing the total product
of several producers who themselves do no retailing. Producer dealers
focus attention on marketing their own production. A study of the history
of milk companies will disclose that many of the largest strictly-dealer
businesses of today started on the producer-distributor scale several
years ago and increased to the point where the farm was abandoned in favor
of the distributing business.
In January, 1935 , fifty-eight regular dealers handled 92.g# of all
fluid milk in the market, while twenty-three producer dealers and producer
distributors combined handled the remaining 7.2*. Eleven intermediate
dealers purchased 2.% of the total supply for resale. (See i'able 2)
^able 2. Division of the Worcester Milk Market
" fiWQJir Types of Baal a™ in Jami«,rv. 1Q?K
Number Type of Dealer Milk Purchased
(Pounds)
$ of Total
5U
23
11
Regular Dealers
Producer Dealers and Distributors
Intermediate Dealers
637.^1
359.762
121,799*
92.
S
7.2
§»#
- 77 TG'f Al
*Bot included in f'nfcnl
U.qqy.PhT 100.0
Sales of fluid milk are divided into four classes:
1. Direct retail seles to families.
?. Wholesale sales to stores.
3. Seles to institutions.
H. Sales to other dealers.
Many dealers handle all four types of sales while a few specialize in one
type of selling. Some smaller dealers handle only retail sales, while
one large dealer in the market handles only wholesale sales to stores.
One notable exception to the established channels of milk distribution
in Worcester is one grocery store that handles milk only in over-the-
counter sales and buys direct from a country plant in Vermont.
Variations in Size of Business
Individual businesses vary from small producer distributors selling
less than 100 pounds of milk daily to the markets largest distributor who
sells 13t931 pounds daily. Table 3 shows distribution by size groups of
all primary dealers in the market in January, 1935* Seventy-nine dealers
averaged 20*10. 5 pounds of milk daily per dealer. The average for 23 producer
dealers and distributors was only 5O&.6 pounds daily compared to 2755.3
pounds daily for 5 1* regular dealers.
Forty of the 5^ regulars were below the average in daily sales and
collectively handled only 3O.H56 of the total market, while the four largest
dealers accounted for 32.*$ of the total market. These four dealers con-
stituted the only businesses in Worcester with daily sales of more than
10,000 pounds each. Four dealers handled 32.*$ of the market, six dealers
handled Hi. 6$ of the market, while ten dealers out of 5U handled 52. U# of
the market.
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Table 3. Variations in Size of Business
of Worcester Milk Dealers, January, 1935
(all amounts in pounds)
AT. Daily
Sales
Bo. of Total Sales
Dealers in January
Av. Daily
Per Dealer
% Total
<f> Total
Dealers Sales
Less than 1000
1000-1999
2000-2999
3000-3999
1*000-11999
5000-9999
Over 10,000
Total
Producer Dealers
and Distributors
Irregular*
7
k
k
2
u
309.508
645,390
564,257
472,571
51*0,699
^58,272
1 , 621 , 666
54 4,612,363
23
2
359,762
25,118
Total All Dealers 79 U.qQ7.2U^
525-5
1,487.1
2,600.3
3.811.1
4,360.5
7,391.5
13.077.9
2.755.3
50H. 6
405.2
2.040.5
24.0
17.7
8.9
5.1
5.1
2.5
5.1
6^
12.9
11.3
9.5
10.
g
9.2
32.4
68.4 92.3
29.1
2.5
7.2
.5
100.0 100.0
*Two dealers not located in Worcester \?ith some sales in Worcester.
Variation in Buying Price Plans
Of sore significance than distribution of total milk in the market
among dealers according to size are the variations among dealers in price
plans for paying producers for milk. Previous to the inception of the
Massachusetts Milk Control Board, dealers were free to devise their own
payment plans. Some small dealers paid on a straight volume hpsis allow-
ing no differential for fat content. Among larger dealers, various com-
binations of payments according to weight, fat test, and use of the milk
were employed.
Prom 1917 to 1931. the N.E.M.F.A. employed a straight "Use" plan
of payment for its members in the Boston milk shed. 1 Probably the expansion
1. Schoenfeld, W. A., Some Economic Aspects of the Marketing of Milk and
Cream in Hew England. U.S.D.A. Cir. l6, Oct. 1927, P. 54.
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of that organization from I922-I930 to include in its membership many
producers in the Worcester milk shed was the greatest stimulus toward the
adoption of the "Use8 plan of payment in the Worcester market. In prac-
tice, this plan consists of paying producers a fluid milk price for only
that proportion of their milk that has been sold for fluid purposes with
the priee of succeeding portions based on their ultimate "use".
Since 1931
,
the Use plan of payment has been modified by the "Base
Eating" feature in an effort to even out seasonal variation in production
and provide an automatic checking influence on production during the season
of excessive surplus. She Inter-State Milk Producers' Association of
Philadelphia was a pioneer in developing the "Base Rating* plan. 1 For
that reason it has often been referred to as the Philadelphia plan. The
feature of this plan is the establishment of a base quantity of milk
for each producer, for which daily amount he is allowed a Class I or
fluid milk price, ill production in excess of this amount is paid for
at a surplus price, usually based on a cream or butter price. 2
The success of the Base Rating plan in the Philadelphia and
Baltimore markets served as incentive for its adoption by the tf.E.M.P.A.
in 1931* Since its introduction at that time various modifications have
ensued. In 193^» *ken the Massachusetts Milk Control Board became active,
it found the Base Rating plan, the Use plan, and the straight volume or
1. Lininger, P. F. , The Relation of the Basic-Surplus Marketing Plan to
Milk Production in the Philadelphia Milk Shed . Penn. State College,
Bui. 231, Aug., 192S.
2. See Schoenfeld, W. A., Some Economic Aspects of the Marketing of Milk
and Cream in Hew England. U.S.P.A. Cir. 16. Oct.. 1927. Po. 51-57.
and Jensen, Einar, The Boston Milk License . Aug., 193*+, for more
detailed explanation of the "Use" and "Base Rating" plans.
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Flat plan all being used. One of the first regulations of that agency
consisted in reouiring all mil* distributing agencies in the Commonwealth
to pay producers according to one or another of the three plans. Specific
details of procedure under each plan were established, since September,
193*. milk dealers in Worcester have thus had to conform to the payment
plans established by the Milk Control Board.
In January, 1935, there *ere 22 dealers in Worcester buying on the
Flat plan. Pnd 23 buying on the Use plan, with the remaining 11 dealer,
employing the Base Eating plan. Table k shows division of the entire
market among dealers according to these price plans. The 22 Flat plan
dealers served only 13.1* of the market compared to 35.0* served by the
23 Use plan dealers and tfejj served by the 11 Eating plan dealers. The
remaining 7.2^ was served by producer dealers.
iable 4. Division of the Worcester Market Among
.Peelers According to price Pmaai Plans. Januarv iq^
Ho. of
Dealers
Price Plan Total Jan.
Purchases
(Pounds)
Average
Per Dealer
(Pounds)
Percent
of Total
22
?3
11
23
Flat
Use
Eating
Other*
&55.01S
1.750,586
2,231,877
359.762
29.77*
76.112
202,898
15.6U2
13.1
35.0
7.2
I9_ _. All Plans if.qq7,?i^ 6^.2*56 100.0
--" 1—* mmmamat juj.si.fxpm.orB
Seasonal Variation p in Purchases and fiftl mm
Is in most milk markets, total receipts of milk at Worcester are
highest in June and lowest in November. In 1935. average total daily
receipts of milk by months varied from 159.693 pounds in November to
195.119 in June. Using the average daily receipts for the year as a
base, November receipts were 92.3* of the yearly average compared to 112.756
In June. June receipts were 22. lg greater than receipts in November.
Table 5 shows average total daily receipts by months for I935 «nd
Table 5- Average Daily Total Purchases of
ter Dealers - iq~*v
Milk by Months
Flat Plan
22 Dealers
(Pounds)
Use Plan
21 Dealers
(Pounds)
56?471
Eating Plan
11 Dealers
(Pounds)
23 Producer
Dealers*
(Pounds)
Total
(Pounds)
161,26?
161,551
169,662
173,590
139,997
195,119
iso, 259
175.8**
173.02U
171,023
159,693
163,561
172.821
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
21,130
21,366
20, §72
21,9*7
21.517
22, SOS
21, ^52
21,366
21,883
21,926
20,699
21,237
56,900
60,035
6i,iUi
72.32H
74,352
66,302
63,0115
60,34?
59.113
53.*6o
53.890
72,061
71,680
77.150
78,897
8*. 551
86,35*
80,900
79.828
79,19*
78.379
73.929
76,829
Average 21.517 6l.Uhg 78.m
Based on January Purchases, assumed, no variation.
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11,605
11.605
(000 Pounds)
160
lie
F. M. A. M. J. Ju. A. S. 0. N. D.
Figure 6. Total Daily Purchases of Milk by Months by Worcester
Dealers - 1935.
(June purchases were 22,1% greater than November purchases)
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distribution of the total among dealers by price plan groups. Table 6
converts Table 5 to a percentage basis with the yearly average as 100£.
Figure 6 is a bar graph presentation of the totals in Table 5.
Table 6. Variation in Daily Purchases of Milk by
ISontha by Different Types of Worcester Dealers
1935
(Percent of Yearly Average)
Hating Plan Use Plan Flat Plan Total
\i L. £311 L J \rercent
;
^Percent; (Percent)
Jan. 92.0 91-9 98.2 93-6
Feb. 91.5 92.6 99.3 93.0
March 98.5 97.7 97.0 98.2
April 100.7 99*5 102.0 100.2
May 108.1 117.7 100.0 110.0
June 121.0 106.0 112.7
July 103-3 107.9 99.7 10U.3
Aug. 101.9 102.6 99.3 101.9
Sept. 101.1 98.2 101.7 100.2
Oct. 100.0 96.2 101.9 99.0
Hov. 87.0 96.2 92.3
Dec. 98.1 87-7 98.7 9U.6
Average 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Variations in Total Receipts by Price Plans
Examination of Table 6 reveals that seasonal variation in receipts
of milk by Use plan dealers was much greater than the seasonal variation
for Plat plan and Hating plan dealers. June receipts of Use plan dealers
were 121.0$ of the yearly average compared to June receipts of 110. for
Rating plan dealers and 106.0$ for Flat plan dealers (see Figure 7). This
difference is a fair measure of comparative results of attempts to even
out production by a Ease Rating plan. Seasonal variation was smallest
among Flat plan dealers indicating that such dealers went far toward
avoiding surplus supplies by simply not buying the total milk produced
by their producers during months of higher production.
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Figure 7. Percentage Variations in Total Daily Deliveries of
Milk by Months to Worcester Dealers by Price Plan Groups - 1935
Variations in Fluid Sales
Although fluid sales information was unavailable for all dealers
in the market, an analysis of a fairly large sample of dealers under
each price plan indicates that the sample used is representative of
the total. In this study fluid sales are considered to be the quantities
of milk for which the various dealers pay producers Class I price. Due
to slight discrepancies, this amount does not always truly represent
actual fluid sales for all dealers. From the producer's standpoint,
however, the quantity purchased at the Class I price is the most important
consideration.
For Flat plan dealers, the amount of milk paid for at the Class
I price is 100^ of purchases. For these dealers, variation in total
purchases of milk from producers also represents variation in fluid
sales. Under milk board regulations only Rating and Use plan dealers are
allowed to pay other than the Class I or fluid prices for any part of
their milk supply. For that reason, fluid sales are less than total
purchases among only those two types of dealers.
For Hating plan dealers, fluid sales for 10 of 11 dealers were
available and represented 87-9$ of total volume of business. For Use
plan dealers, fluid sales for 13 of 23 dealers represented 58$ of total
volume of business. (See Table 7)
Table 7. Comparison of Average Daily Fluid Sales
of Milk by Months Among Worcester
Dealers -
10 Bating; Flan 15 Uee Plan 13 Flat Plan
Average Percent
Daily Sales Yearly
(Pounds) Average
Average Percent
Daily Sales Yearly
(Pounds) Average
Average Percent
Daily Sales Yearly
(Pounds) Average
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Bov.
Dec.
63,280
63,6sU
63.333
62,765
62,221
59,797
59.728
60,7^1
6U.OS5
63,59b
61.370
101.5
102.2
101.9
101.6
100.7
99-
s
95.9
95-
8
97- u
102.8
102.0
98. U
140,900
Ui,566
39.132
40,617
140,7^5
140,5*40
^0. 515
32.951
38,737
Ul,528
39.217
U3.129
101.1
102.7
96.7
100. U
100.8
100.3
100.1
96.3
95.3
102.7
96.9
106.7
Average 62,3*45.1 100.0 hO.k&i.S 100.0
10,15?
10,284
10,0*42
10,552
10.351
10.970
10,296
10,276
10,520
10,5*43
9.960
10,221
10,3*48
98.2
99-3
97.0
102.0
100.
106.0
99-7
99-3
101.7
101.9
96.2
98.7
100.0
With yearly average daily sales representing 100$, the fluid sales
of 10 Rating plan dealers varied from a low of 95.9$ in July to a high
of 102.8$ in October. The 15 Use plan dealers varied from a low of 95.3$
in September to a high of 106.7$ in December. These variations are
comparable to the variations of 13 Flat plan dealers which extended from
a low of 96.2$ in November to a high of 106.0$ in June. In Figure 8,
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variations of Rating and Use plan dealers are shown.
It can quite reasonably be concluded from this comparison that
fluid sales fluctuate from month to month within a rather narrow range
and exhibit no noticeable seasonal peak. Variation among dealers by
price plan groups i s so slight that a constancy of fluid sales is
maintained throughout the market.
too
(Average for the year = 100$)
inif T7a„
1
-it
Figure S, Percentage Variations by Months in Class I
Sales of Worcester Dealers by Price Plans - 1935.
Surplus Milk in the Market
Unfortunately, natural production of milk through the year does
not remain as constant as the demand for fluid milk. Where dealers are
organized to handle the total production of all their producers they
must necessarily find a market for part of the milk at other than fluid
use. This amount of "surplus" is greatest in June, the month of peak
production on most farms. The analysis of total receipts of milk in
Worcester revealed June receipts to be 2255 above those of November (see
Table 5 and Figure 6)
.
Division of Surplus Among Types of Dealers
In Table S, fluid sales and total purchases of ailk by months for
Rating and Use plan dealers are compared. Average daily sales by months
are used as a base, and the excess of purchases over sales is considered
as surplus milk. On this basis, the surplus of 13 Use plan dealers varied
from a low of 7-3* in November to a high of 27.0* in June. The surplus of
10 Eating plan dealers varied from a low of 3.7# in November to a high of
21. 4£ in June (see Table 8 and Figures 9 and 10). These Use plan dealers
carried a yearly average of 16.756 surplus compared to 11.60 for Rating
plan dealers. Figure 11 shows percent surplus by months of Rating plan
dealers plotted against percent surplus by months of Use plan dealers.
Table 8. Variation by Months in Surplus Milk Handled by Rating Plan
and Use Flan Dealers in Worcester - 1Q35
13 Use Plan Dealers 10 Ratine plan Dealer?
Av. Total $ Sales Av. Total Av. Total % Sales
Daily Fluid Below Daily Daily Fluid Below
Sales Purchases Purchases Sales Purchases
(FQUnfla) (Surplus) (Pounds) (Pound «^ I Surplus)
29.947 S.S 66,352 63,220 4.6
30,610 10.9 68,284 63,684 6.7
28,Hio 20.0 70,893 63,543 10.4
30,207 18.6 72,126 63,333 12.2
30.218 22.9 77,409 62,765 is.
9
30,071 27.0 79,118 62,221 21.4
30.152 19.1 71,128 59.797 16.0
28,812 18.6 71,065 60,696 16.0
28.855 15.9 70.247 6o,74i 13.5
31,071 9.1 69,851 64,085 8.3
28,666 7.3 66,009 63,594 3.7
28,779 10.6 64,837 61,370 5.3
29.649.8 16.7 70.610.4 62,^25.8 ii.6
Although this analysis of surplus milk covers the operations of
75«S£ (by volume) of all milk marketed by Use and Rating plan dealers,
the results are not a very reliable index of surplus in the market. Two
dealers, one not included in the analysis of each price plan group, are
Av. Total
Daily
Purchases
_lP,PVBlds)
Jan. 32,842
Feb. 3*+.3^
March 35.516
April 37,119
May 39,210
June 42,221
July 37,279
Aug. 34,396
Sept. 34.322
Oct. 34.173
Nov. 30,907
Dec. 32,191
Average 35.359.0
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(000 Pounds)
3*-
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I
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Figure 10. Average Daily Total Class I Sales and Surplus of
10 Eating Plan Dealers in the Worcester Market - 1935.
(000
3>
3o
26"J_
Pounds)
1 § i
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Figure 9. Average Daily Purchases and Surplus by Months
of 13 Use Plan Dealers in Worcester - 1935*
in the largest size group and are the only dealers in the city who deal
extensively in out-of-state milk. Accurate and comparable information on
surplus milk handled by these two dealers was not available, but preliminary
investigation seems to indicate that these dealers may have carried much
higher percentage of surplus than most other dealers in the market. More
detailed analysis of surplus milk handled by dealers purchasing their milk
outside of Massachusetts should be made to furnish a basis of comparison
with the rest of the dealers in the market.
Jff h Percent
Use Plan
I
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. lTov. Dec.
Figure 11. Percent Surplus Milk Handled by Months by Use
and Rating Plan Dealers in Worcester - 1935«
More important than the average surplus by periods of a group of
dealers are the variations and extremes within the group that collectively
produce the average. This is shown for the 13 Use plan dealers and the 10
Sating plan dealers in Tables g and 11 as the percentages from month to
month that sales of Class I milk were of total purchases. This comparison
1Table 5. Volume and Percent Class I Sales by Liontbs
of 13 Use Plan Dealers in Worcester - 1935-
Dealer: ] 3
1,
5 6 7 10
Period CI. I
Sales
llDS.)
/!> Of
Total
CI. I ^01
Sales Total
\ LOS, }
01 . 1
Sales
f 1 VlO ^
P 01
Total
Ul .1 ,0 01
Sales Total
( i T-i- ^
n 1 T1>1 • 1
Sales
J
-
1 Vic 1
p 01
Total
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
Jo of
Total
Cl . I
Sales
(lbs.
)
5= of
Total
Cl. I
Sales
f 1 b<? )
4> of
Total Sales
f 1 ha )
jO OX
Total
Cl. I
Sales
(lbs.)
£ of
Votal
Jan. i 7 K.or\ ou.U qU i £ilol SI J?OX a O 1 P!< ?nK Q1 7 6 747 6U R S3 .8 77 77£ 1 71 6i
n
x_; X , U U Ob. f; 1H7 1 no1U3 , luy 07 n 29.138 100.0
i eD. Ot li7(? 6H, 3 1 Lc. t Ho_p ol • H- 71 P 117 1 QR Q7 Qii 3. j-jp y3«y Q Cell yo. 6q 7i p <?i Rox . Cc b(C7D -?« HD 1 QP 7y^- / 1 pn i pr yn , Q7 plt793.043 (*17 Pi93«0 30,133 100.0
I.,arcn 0*7 1 o*\ y^. oy .3 ii£ Q/^7 Q7 7no. yo( 93.3 7 P77 C£ orDO. 6 7Q CiCiO ou • 3 71 7fTc?/ 1.3Do fp p 1 7iC <?OP130 , ocrc 88.0 101 ,103 92.3 100.0
April os CCndo , Do ( oil 1 1 oc 7 lie 70 ^> 77 77H77. 73° 00. lnff 77C pc r-1O0, 335 65.5 1*7 T lit?17, 148 77 177.1 7K 7KP 7i7 p; DO , f Hcl T7 P 1 71 f/07131,8<i7 7n C\79.9 95,csU 91.4 7) r) 062 Q7 f?
Hay 30,321 ob.£ IdSf^Jd 05.5 "70" C71 T78 1 oil bc'.b 112,Sb3 89.7 17,067 78.1 oc^, Ol3 Co 709.7 71,494 73.
u
131,5^1 73-2 96,694 85.
2
^6 702
June F7 £ 1 po Clir; Cn *7lrcd,DH5 bU. 1 75,009 C 7 757-3 97. 77.9 11,919 50.1 07 OOT Co09.9 C7 C07b7,b^7 70 ^72 >7 10.257 00,5 96,917 8b. 7 36.974 90.3
July 31.0U9 78.6 lHo,2U4 77.7 82,034 71-9 90.U00 74.8 15.596 7U.3 93.193 77.7 68,99U 8U.2 124,724 71.9 100,912 9U.6 37.961 100.0
Aug. 27,445 22.0 131, S68 82.6 81,841 73-3 87,516 71.1 12,829 78.7 37.679 77.2 67,607 82.5 119.617 71.4 98,1^5 91.
8
37.008 97.0
Sept. 28.729 88.2 128,383 86. k 75.1^3 67.6 99.257 S7.6 13,626 85.5 80,695 77.6 6U.255 77-0 120,860 78.3 91.276 88.9 36,887 96.9
Oct. 29,220 91.6 135.319 89.6 77,160 73-6 127,852 96.6 15.093 92.7 6,354 83.4 67.516 80.
9
131,240 35.2 126,887 100.0 7 7 Q7?JJill 1- OU » C.
tf\ 1 0$. 17*7 K 130,950 95-2 b9 , 410 ad Cob. 102,433 100. lU.179 98.0 73, 227 91.0 62,709 87.
U
123,127 92.6 93.906 94.2 33.023 94.9
Dec. 31.359 S7-3 135.96U 83.3 66.982 78.8 97.851 98.1 15.1U7 98.
U
3.104 61.309 SU.6 124, U59 81.
7
92.564 92. 4 32,267 37.1
Av. 87.2 80.2 71.9 88.
H
80.8 79-8 82.8 81.
5
92.0 94.6
11 1 2 T
713
Cl. I ^ 01 Gl . 1 71 01 (^1 TVl • 1 4 of of
Sales Total Sales Total Sales rota.1 13 Total
(lbs.) f 1 v.- >(1'?.
;
( Ih- >k 1 til . 1 (Jrr - -) .L - _
45.016 100.0 /Iff C7f!08,53b 7e qnn in^ n ppg 91 ?
40,721 1UJ.U fs7 r.oiOf,5<E1 J • w 7P HPS 91.6 357.089 89.
1
U5,oiU 100.U An n^P TOO O ;°t J-'J 91.6 ^ jj • ^ 1 > 30.0
44, 579 07 Q93 c;q
cpn
uy • >-u 100,0 30' TO. 3 906,223 81.4
lie cliC
'5. "4b ^O P fip o6n QQ K^ 76 159 31.9 936,743 77-1
45.331 &7 1 4 59, 7o4 7fA
7P1 902.177 73.0
49,100 98.6 61,766 100.0 33,722 88.9 934.695 so.
9
'5.062 100.0 60,160 100.0 36.335 91.3 S93.162 81.
U
41.52U 100.0 56,624 100.0 23,344 100.0 S65.663 84.1
'6.347 100.0 58,639 100.0 27,606 100.0 963.205 90.9
30,557 100.0 54.175 100.0 27.170 100.0 359.994
92.7
.
',is6 100.0 59.585 98.3 34,377 100.0 S92.154 89.
4
97.6 99.2 92.6
8U.3
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Table 10. Volume and Percent Class I Sales of Milk by Months of
10 Use Plan Dealers in Worcester, 1936
Dealer: 1 2 3 1+
Period CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
£ of
Total
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
$ of
Total
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
$ of
Total
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
$ of
Total
Jan. 1-15
16-31
1>*.3*L
15.396
90. 1+
93.2
65.550
69.921
89-9
89-9
32,61+3
3*. 5^2
76.2
75.2
5^.782
61+.S91
89-3
95.*
Feb. 1-15
16-29
15. 7*2
13.725
9*.H
86.2
65,868
6LU76
90.8
90.8
31,955
29,188
76.3
71.2
61,032
55.775
97.5
90.5
Mar. 1-15
16-31
15.597
18,812
91.
u
90.0
67,190
71,670
88.9
S8.9
1+0,568
32.825
78.2
70.7
58.1J35
61.6UU
91.0
8U.2
Apr. 1-15
16-30
16,221
16.21U
gi+.6
96.9
65,906
65,906
79.7
79.7
32.1+67
3^.07^
70.1+
72.2
53.365
59,5*1
7*. 3
82.8
May 1-15
16-31
12,507
10,198
95.*
S9.U
67. 53 1*
72,037
73.9
73-9
36,835
36,683
77-1
67.8
6U.265
68,1+35
89.1
S2.5
Jtme 1-15
16-30
8.57U
6,000
81.5
58.1+
67.276
67,277
70.9
70.9
37.098
3*.*37
75.3
69.I
56.772
51.37*
7^-5
76.0
July I-15
16-31
6.0U6
5.926
66.0
72.5
61,260
65.3*3
73-1
73.1
37,391
38,158
81.
9
77.9
1+6,005
^8,3*5
76.2
89-5
Aug. 1-15
16-31
5.938
5.650
7*.0
81.6
57.058
60,862
80.6
80.6
37.915
37.93*
83.1
90.1+
1+5.082
Hl+,1+03
86.6
90.3
Sept. 1-1«
16-3C
5.520
1+.122
9U.5
85.7
ftt 6?7
53.627 76.9
51 « 79u
37,1+99
39.9
si.
5
U7.51U
51.166
97.3
100.0
Oct. I-15
16-31
U.282
U.72U
85-7
91.8
58,1+73
62,371
87.0
87.0
35.891
1+1, 9U9
75.1+
85-5
fiR 77.f?jo
, 1 _5o
55.759
J J' J
S8.7
Kov. 1-15
16-30
5.637
5.9*5
89.2
68.8
60.U22
60.1+22
92.2
92.2
38,113
32,91^
83-9
21.1
53.369
50.96s
100.0
100.0
Dec. 1-15
16-31
6,267
6.981
61.6
61.6
59.620
60,017
88.1+
88. k
33.1*8
35.235
83-7
79.3
60,766
59,279
100.0
100.0
Av. 82.7 82.7 78.0 29.
6
CI. I
Sales £ of
(lbs.) Total
9.512 95-*
10,071 3*. 3
9.269 99-
^
8,559 98.1+
9,1+01+ 100.0
9,890 100.0
9,019 100.0
9,218 9U.U
9,*32 92. S
9,976 88.8
9.703 96.5
9.357 31.6
8,971+ 89-6
9,688 89.3
9,163 92.6
9,*o6 85.3
9,773 91.5
10,159 91.5
9.988 91.O
11.233 99.1
9,653 100.0
8,651 100.0
9,837 100.0
10.990 100.0
95.1
T
ci. 1
Sales
(lbs.)
£ of
Total
*0.157
1+2,5535
1+2,276
39,*12
U6.718
1+9.832
1+7.652
*7.65l
1+9,1+20
52.715
51.055
51.055
51.011
51+.U12
1+6,182
1+9,261
*3.5*3
1+3, 5I&
*3.713
1+6,627
U0.1486
1+0,1+86
36,639
39.082
S3-
3
83.3
79-3
79.3
75.2
75.2
75.9
75-9
72.2
72.2
71.2
71.2
7*. 8
7I+.8
75-9
75.9
79.9
73.
9
S2.3
82.3
90.0
90.0
86.3
86.3
78.9
7
CI. I
Sales $ of
Total
29.962
32,1+01
29.915
27.9^
23.386
33.553
31,0!+8
31.057
32.917
3l+,5l+2
35.580
3^.058
32,1+0
32,21
81.
8U.0
87.6
79.2
72.8
70.3
6U.3
63.I
66.1+
63.6
73.*
75.7
33.225 80.
3
3U.071 80.5
32,082 76.8
3*.037 75.1
81.2
86.2
31,700 78.1+
3*. 77C 93.5
31,928 92.3
29.031 89.U
?S,UlU 89.1
29,831 89.0
78.9
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
60,093
60,093
55.5*1
59.11*
57,536
58,850
55.92U
60,877
60,138
65.923
60,032
58.968
59.323
62,621
$ of
Total
j
Sales
(lbs.)
i of
Total
T
Sales
(lbs.)
$ of
Total
77-7
77.7
52,960
56,1+90
87.8
87.8
15.766
16,802
82.3
88.3
7*.»»
7U.U
*8,313
^5,093
80.
9
80.9
15.151
1M56
85.7
87.2
68.6
69.6
5*. 669
58, 31^
90.1
90.1
15-. 933
18. 3^9
8U.2
91.*
61. »+
6l.l
5*. 708
5*. 707
89.8
89.8
16,7*5
17,673
88.8
93-*
60.8
55-2
56.097
59.837
83.9
83.9
20,51+0
21.079
100.0
78.6
61.0
61.0
59.531
59.531
90.7
90.7
21,192
19.713
83.1
79-2
62.1
65.3
56.793
60.573
90.0
90.0
21,233
22,1+59
92.1
99.6
70.5
69.7
5^.023
57,62H
S8.6
88.6
20,696
21,195
95-1
9U.1
70.1+
76.9
56.2*3
56.21+3
90.6
30.6
20,061J
20,298
93-*
95.7
77.6
Sl+.l
5*. 558
58.196
89-9
39.9
20,505
20.339
97-2
98.6'
86.0
89.*
52,056
52.056
99.2
99-2
16,321
18,130
89.0
100.0
88.2
85-7
52.330
55.819
99.8
99.
s
19,632
20,1+90
100.0
98.0
72.0 90.1 91.5
10
'total
10 ft.ver^ge
'3»lers
57,1+08
\'*.380
K26,?66
78U.023
839. 3^L
799.768
"5.683
7U1+.S97
86.1
89-3
81.0
8?.l
73.8
73-5
77.3
79-5
732,156 Sl+.l
779,877 86.1+
7?5,588 89.9
7>+5,721 90.9
88.2
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Table 11 . Volume and Percent Class I Sales of llilk by Months
jf 10 Hating Plan Dealers in Uorcester - 1935
Dealer: A B C D
reriod 01. 1
Sales
UDS. )
$ of
CI . 1
Sales
hi,. ^
55 of
CI. I
Sales 'p of
(lbs.) Total
CI. I
Sales
llDS.
J
$ of
Total
Jan* 8U,o57 93.1 367,779 94.3 02, Sll 100.0
?8D. ado230.000 98.1 72,279 96.O 335.970 90.9 59,342 100.0
If — «uAkUajcn. 81,407 98.3 377.813 88.3 67,111 100.0
April 233 • 935 93.2 77, 538 95.0 350.396 80.3 65,425 98.0
ii „
wt$ 23° .082 So.
8
85,076 99.5 jfa0,495 72.8 65,946 87.9
June 240,000 86.9 81,852 9^.7 339.391 70.9 6U.IS0 93.3
July 242,903 90.1 89.322 87.4 335.86S 88.0 63,882 98.7
Aug. 267/426 98.3 90,565 90.6 339.272 79.6 63.733 93.5
Sept. 235. 5sH 93-5 84,203 87.1 358.173 88.
U
60,507 91.2
Oct. 258,981 95.1 87.591 87.6 398.441 93.5 63.390 99.0
Sov. 253.838 98.9 82,3^5 92.3 370,916 95.8 59,125 96.1
Dec. 2U7.990 92.3 87.340 92.6 368,074 87.9 61,288 95.1
Av. 93.9 92.9 85-9 96.1
TP
r*i t\jx . 1
Sales $ of
i. U L i -J.
X
PI TOX . X
Sales
fl be }
$ of
Total
ft
Sales
(lbs.
)
$ of
Total
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
f of
Total
I
CI. I
Sales $ of
(lbs.) Total
Ofi U on 1 7I1 00 2 oi r>f?o 01 7 7R 71 ix 100.0 U52, 506 98.2
Kl 07^°X ,U (.} 07 ft j?7 07U °8.? 82,603 100.0 391.885 93-8
Sffi 1 filCJU, xux on 7 00 261 01^X .VJ 80 102 100.0 443,267 93-3
1 22 021 01 2 f?l lipU 00 7 85,426 92.0 78 oUl 100.0 440.155 93.0
1 2R 7R7 £7 7 80.0 S7 R42 87.1 SO 89S 100.0 423.195 81.5
ll6. 081 81.
3
77.4 85.105 88.8 82,658 93.6 409,155 80.6
114,615 88.2 81, 7^ 83.7 86,120 91.
u
72.147 89.2 398. 47U 80.6
118,938 90.3 21,925 90.0 85,383 89. 68,727 96.7 403,082 84.2
116,949 93-0 82,732 87.
2
82,631 86.9 69,298 97-9 390, 2H7 86.9
130,743 95.5 91.7^6 91.5 86,486 85.1 75.811 96.2 U27. 01
6
95.3
llU.292 97.5 87.916 98.
U
84,511 93.1 70,026 100.0 425,9^ 96.9
123.027 95-3 89,110 39. S5.290 92.0 71.019 97.2 417,496 97-0
92.5 89.7 90.7 97.6 90.3
J
CI. I
Sales
(lbs.)
£ of
Total
Total
10
Dealers
iverage
ds
369.636 89.0 1.961.667 95.4
327.786 s6.o 1.783,140 93-3
368,0U2 80.2 1,969.825 89.6
362,735 82.
U
1,899,998 87.8
383,975 78.
8
1,945.710 81.1
362,713 75.6 1,866,638 78.6
368,624 83.6 1,853,703 84.0
362.517 80.0 1,881,568 84.0
341,896 77.5 l,S22,ii20
366,406 83-3 1,986,621 91.6
358,903 9U. 3 1,907.821 9C.3
351.823 100.0 1.902.457 94.7
84.2 88.6
reveals a decided lack of uniformity among dealers in seasonal trend of
surplus milk handled. (Sse Figure 12) Though each group averaged to
reach the peak surplus point in June, in the Use plan group peak surplus
for individual dealers varied from Hay to August. In the Rating plan
group, three dealers reached their peak surplus point in May compared
to six in June and one in July. There was even less uniformity among
dealers in the low surplus point for the season. This is partly due to
the fact that in January and February, and October, Uov^ber, and December,
the average percentages of surplus were naturally low and exhibited only
small deviations from each other, (see Table 8) It is also partly due
to the fact that some dealers, notably smaller dealers, carried no surplus
during some months, there being a considerable range of months among
dealers when such condition existed.
The somewhat higher May and June surplus carried by the 13 Use
plan dealers (23. l£ and 27.0^ compared to IS.3% and 21.1$ for Bating
plan dealers) is well demonstrated in the individual dealer analysis.
The highest surplus in any month in 1935 carried by a Eating plan dealer
did not exceed 30% (Dealer C in Table 11 had Class I sales of 70.9^ in
June) while three Use plan dealers each handled more than iJO^ surplus
during the same month.
An attempt has been made to show how seasonal trend in surplus
milk varies from year to year for different dealers. Figure 12 shows
this trend for ten Use plan dealers for the two-year period 1935 and
1936 (see Tables 9 and 10). The ten dealers analyzed for 1936 are dealers
1 to 10, respectively, in Table 9. The other three were omitted from the
comparison because they changed to the Flat plan in 1936.
The charts covering the two-year period indicate that in general,
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individual dealers had the same seasonal trend In surplus in 1936 that
they did in 1935. Dealers Huaber 1 and 5 are exceptions to the general
picture, the former having much more surplus in 1936 than in 1935, with
the opposite situation prevailing for Dealer Somber 5. The charts show
that great differences exist among dealers in surplus handled, both total
and month by month.
These differences are further emphasized in Figure 13. This is a
weighted bar graph array of percentage division of Class I and surplus
milk handled by ten Use plan dealers for serai-monthly periods in 1936.
Each bar represents an individual dealer. They show a very unequal dis-
tribution among the group of total amount of surplus handled at a
particular time. Such a situation may constitute a tense condition in
the market. It probably contributes toward strained inter-dealer re-
lationships. Since the situation as shown cannot be taken as an accurate
measure of all market surplus, the causes of unstable market conditions
cannot be expected to be found here. The chart does give a general
picture of surplus division among dealers.
For the first half of May, Dealer Ho. U had Class I sales of
nearly 90$, while dealers 2, 3, 6, 7 and S varied from 60-75$. One
month later (June 1-15) Dealer Ho. U had dropped down to the general
group level (75$) while Dealer Ho. 9 whose Class I sales were 83$ in
May had Class I sales of over 90$ in June. Class I sales of Dealer
Ho. 9 never fell below 83$ throughout the year, compared to several
other dealers in the group with sales down to 60 and 55$ in May and
June. Following both the group, and individual dealers within the
group through the year shows how dynamic the changes in proportionate
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Class I aales among dealers really are.
Summary
Total milk receipts by dealers in Worcester varied 22% in 1935
from June to Hovember. fluid sales remained fairly constant through
the year for all types of dealers. Thirteen Use plan dealers averaged
to carry 16.7* surplus in I935 compared to 11. 656 surplus for 10 Bating
plan dealers. Within each group proportion of surplus milk handled
varied considerably among dealers. There appears to be no relationship
between size of dealers 1 business and percentage of surplus milk handled.
Because the analysis of surplus milk did not include that of two large
dealers purchasing out-of-state milk, averages and details for the
groups studied should not be taken as a complete measure of percentage
of surplus milk in the market. The analysis does give some insight into
the general nature of division of surplus milk among individual dealers,
different sized dealers, and different types of dealers.
-U3-
Organization of the Worces ter Market
Analysis of market organisation is intentionally brief. It is
entirely descriptive, and aims to serve as background for the economic
analysis of the milk shed which follows. * this section the following
points are described: transportation, services performed by dealers,
gradee of milk, cooperative membership, and activities of the Massachusetts
Milk Control Board.
Transoortation
All milk produced in Massachusetts for Worcester dealers in 1935 was
trucked to market. The small amount from Sew York was shipped from a
country plant in Hoosick. Hew York, via the Boston and Maine railroad.
That part of the supply from ¥ermont also reached Worcester via the
Boston and Maine railroad. Connecticut milk in Worcester represented a
small part of the sales of one Webster dealer. This dealer's supply
was trucked to his plant in Dudley from producers in the vicinity of
Soraers, Connecticut.
Trucking operations are organized in four ways. The largest dealers
hire some of their own producers as truckers. These "truckmen-producers"
have their businesses organized to enable them to make one trip to
the dealer's plant each morning, hauling milk from a definite route.
The common capacity of trucks is two tons and truckers own their trucks.
Other dealers perform their own trucking operations. Many dealers whose
receipts can be handled with one truck on one route find this method
very advantageous. Several of them by managing their truck routes personally,
are enabled to make daily producer-dealer contacts not possible for larger
dealers.
A few producers. ISA* clo.e to dealer,, plant,, porfon. their oen
trucking operation.. thus aTolain£ m ^^ ^
quit, nu»ercu. smong 11 denier, *ith plmt
. 1<Jcat.4 y^
,
_
.orce.ter. severe producer-dealer, with only on. or tm patron. have lhm
truck their ora B^u,. there are a M instances ehere the producer,
of a single dealer are .o scattered that their Ufa 1, Tia^
truckers.
Services Performed by Dealers
All nil* 1, handled in cone, as there i. not sufficient concentration
of production in any part of the „ilk ahrf to pemlt economical operation
of
.** truck,. «„.t dealer, furnish the can. in ehich „ilk H tran.ported.
chainsm per hundr^ pcund. of 4* for u... gfc fc yj
rate allowed by the Milk Control Board.
I^ing 1935. one large dealer changed from this plan to producer-
owned cane. The dealer sold cans to his producers, receiving payment in
three installments deducted from the milk checks of succeeding months,
and eliminated the can charge. Since this change, some producers have
complained that their cans received unnecessarily rough treatment.
Occasionally, dealers perform credit services. They a8SUae hoth
the role of hanker and hill collector. In SOme instances, dealers make
regular deductions from producers* milk checks on the accounts cf their
producers' creditors. In other instances, dealers advance money to
producers on the account of the producer's next milk check. Many times
dealers have rendered valuable assistance in this manner to producers with
poor security.
On the other hand, there are cases of producerBperfoming a banking
-U5-
P~" of dMl"MM MM b Mm of
— «.am kp, an„.d^ PWmt . t0 pre4wr> ^ be fe
"
This, in effect, is , lo<m t0 ,he dealer
_
* Pr0aOCe" f™ « ~* "tlyit,,, hy ae5lCT8
, th9re
.»^ tandlng m**. d.sl.r« to pest^^
118 S'",*tantl!'1 i. no. a rather cosraon practice in the ail*
distributing Wneee. since the adsent of t>,. u.s ov the Kassachusetts Bilk Control
Board, each relation, hare been rigidly enforced.
In addition to can serrice end raxiou, credit services, son,, „ the
larger dealer, perfom merch,ndi,e delivery service for producers for
such articles an strainer pads. «Ux paii., rad .8shlB? A ^
dealers sell producers tatter m± cheese.
Sradaa of
f
qiv
The three cosraon grade, of milk sold in Worcester are Pasteurised
Srade
,. pasteurised Grade A and an intermediate grade, fr addition to
these grades. t.o d.elers sell only special grade, of »ilk
. m fono.lng
IM suffices to illustrate the different grades that can he purchased if
desired:
5% Hatural milk at 17^ per quart
Natural milk at 15^ per quart
Vitamin D milk at 17^ per quart
% Pasteurised milk at 15^ per quart
H Pasteurized milk at l^ per quart
Natural milk, unless produced under special conditions, is not
allowed to be sold in Worcester. The major part of regular fluid sales
-U6-
are Grade B. "but many dealers standardize part of their product at a slightly
higher fat test and sell it under some special nsme at a one cent per quart
premium. Sales of this grade of milk comprise a fairly large proportion
of total maifcet sales. In 1935, one dealer reported that four or five years
ago his sales of this higher grade constituted about 50^ of total sales hut
have since declined.*
Data on sales of Grade A milk are not available. Of approximately 630
full-time producers in the Worcester milk shed in 1935, only 22 were Grade
A or special milk producers, indicating that Grade A sales represented only
a small part of total sales.
Organized Cooperation,
^0 producer cooperatives and one dealers' association are active in
the Worcester market. Of major importance is the Few England Milk
Producer!* Association already mentioned. The other association of pro-
ducers is the Worcester division of the United Dairy System. This con-
cern is a coshined producing and selling cooperative whose memhers also
belong to the N.E.M.P.A.
Another producers' cooperative, Massachusetts Dairies Incorporated,
was organised in I935 and has some members in the Worcester milk shed.
This concern sells its product to dealers in Boston; thus does not con-
stitute a factor in the market organization of Worcester.
Extent of the N.E.M.P.A.
Of an average of 653 producers in Massachusett s producing milk
1.
-Personal interview with dealer.
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for Worcester dealer, in «,! ?ayroll audit records Qf ^
Milk Control Board indicate that 365 or 55 . 3% of all producerg^
^
mem"er3
' ^ pr0P°rti0n °f * --members i 8 highest in the towns of
most concentrated milk production (see Figure Ik)
. Local associations estab-
lished along town lines are organisation units and account for the fact that
members are numerous in some towns and scarce in others. Towns to the North
and last of the city have fewest members.
B» association's work in secondary markets is divided into three
districts: the northern, the Southern and the Western. Worcester was
formerly part of the Western district. On May %, l935 , it was made a
separate district with a district manager with his office in the city.
How the Association functions
Before the advent of the Milk Control Board, the B.E.M.P.A. was
the only organised sales representative of producers in the market. The
presidents and secretaries of all the local associations constitute the
Worcester Marketing Association which meets once each year and elects a
sales committee of seven members.
-Under the by-laws under which marketing
associations are set up. a member of the central association must serve as
a member of each sales committee. U theory
, the general Qf
the central association is its representative, but in practice the
responsibility i 9 delegated to a minor official. This sales committee
meets periodically with a sales committee of the Dealer's Association to settle
price differences.
Since the Milk Control Board has taken over the task of establishing
1. Does not include 53 Vermont producers.
~
~ "
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producer prices, the H.B.M.P.A. sales committee h*s been the producer's
representative in petitioning the Control Board for price increases when
conditions seen to justify such action. The association has been a strong
supporter of governmental price regulation. In 1933. it petitioned the
A.A.A. for marketing agreements for certain secondary markets in Mass-
achusetts. When plans for marketing agreements were abandoned, the
association rallied to the cause of State control. It has many times
since requested the assistance of the Milk Control Board.
The V.Z.M.P.A. attempts to maintain a Class I market for all its
producers. In cases of producers dropped by their dealer, the association
has reimbursed them from reserve funds for the difference between the Class
I and cream price of milk. At one time in ftggfc, a production of 2000
quarts daily was being reimbursed in this manner. The association continues
to carry its producers until a satisfactory market can be found. In I93U,
a total of 16 producers in Worcester were paid $6,092.37 from the reserve
fund. Such reimbursement tends to maintain a more stable market.
Besides these activities, the district manager quite frequently per-
forms check fat tests on milk. When members are dropped because of poor
quality milk, the association helps them solve the difficulty. When the
market is carrying a large surplus, members are urged to keep at home
their excess production over ratings.
In 1935. the association was supported by an assessment of 3 cents
per hundred pounds of milk sold, doubled in October to increase the reserve
fund. These assessments are collected through the dealers.
Stsamary
The N.E.M.P.A. with its membership comprising 55.9$ of all Worcester
milk producers in Massachusetts is the principal cooperative association in
-50-
th. Worcester market. It is of the price bargaining type and its 8*les com.
mittee
-eete with a dealers* sales committee to determine prices. Under
governmental price control, the association cooperates as much as possible
with the Milk Control Board and takes the initiative in requesting price
advances.
The Massachusetts Milk Contml Hn»
r
A
By an act of the legislature in 193L. the Massachusetts Milk Control
Board was established. Briefly, it is empowered to set schedules of pro-
ducer and retail prices in response to a sufficiently large producer
petition. It has authority to investigate dealers' records, summon
offenders to hearings, and inflict penalties necessary to the proper
enforcement of price schedules, ihe temporary law under which the board
operated was extended by an act of legislature in 1936. Since the first
milk marketing law. the Worcester market, along with other secondary
markets in the Commonwealth, has been under the Milk Control Board's
jurisdiction.
This study does not aim to trace the history of the Milk Control
Board but merely recognises its presence and function in the Worcester
market. To facilitate the Board in its work, the State has been divided
into "marketing areas- of similar conditions, the city of Worcester and
surrounding towns constituting Area §J Separate price schedules are
issued for each area according to local needs. Producers are paid
according to the area in which their milk is marketed if such area is
not the area in which they live.
1. See definition of terms, Page 6.
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The Board has power to set retail as well as producer prices. Thus
f fir, this power has not been used In the Worcester area. In the
Springfield area, retail prices were set in 1935, but the less complex
marketing situation in Worcester has enabled the Control Board to maintain
a stable market without resorting to retail price-setting.
During 1935, the price to the producer was changed twice. On March
10, it was raised from 6| cents per quart to 7 l/U cents per quart where
it remained until October 20, when it was reduced to 7 cents per quart.
The Milk Board has carried on other activities besides enforcement
of price schedules, It has forced some dealers to make up payments that
hare been in arrears. A few dealers have been required to reduce excessive
trucking rates. The Board has attempted to prevent dealers from dropping
producers without reasonable notice and cause and to require some dealers
to keep more adequate records of their business.
The Board Is supported by a dealer license fee of $5.00 and an
assessment of 2 cents per hundred pounds on all milk sold. The full amount
of the assessment is paid by the dealer who is allowed to deduct half of
this amount from producers' checks.
Hearings and prosecutions conducted by the Milk Control Board in
the Worcester Area up to June 2, 1937, are listed as follows: 1
Hearing held, violation corrected, case filed 15
Hearing held, license revoked
Out of business h
Appealed - pending 1
Reinstated after compliance 1
Operating within appeal period ^
Hearing held, conditional license issued
1. Personal letter from J. C. Cort, Administrator, Milk Control Board
June 2, I937.
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to the A«nlstrator
, ^ charses rt theBe Wlng8^
I. aocordaao, „Uh tte m*. 0rde„ of tne Board mlnlnUB prlce<
to be paid to producer*.
*See footnote on Page 51.
Economic gtructure of th* Oeogr^hW] v^ k shed In ||g
^ 88pla ,i€Ure 2 «howlfl« SWgraphic location of producers Ha. been
used a* * basis for showing numerous economic variation, among producers in
tha milk ahad. This m ,W S%9* of all Massachusetts producer, by
number and $Q.J% of all Ba*saehu*etts milk by volune. In addition, the
files of the SSaesach-osette Milk Control Board li.t 31 producer, selling
to Worcester dealer, for which no information on deliTeriee or else of
buainee. was .reliable. *heae producers represent euch , «ai proportion
of the entire market that an analysis of that portion for which information
is available is a fairly reliable analysis of variations of all Massachusetts
milk entering the Worcester market.
For comparative purpose., the .milk shed has been divided into 5-oil.
wide son** axtending from the center of the city outward. Bach zone is
divided into carter zones by a line running north and south and a line
running east and west, (see Figures 2 and 15)
Figure 15.
diagram showing
Worcester milk
shed division by
xcmes and quarter
zones.
Distribution of total supply by zones and sub-zonaa
Producers are fairly well distributed among the 10, 15, and 20 mile
zones. Zone 2, the 10 mile zone, has the largest percentage of both
producers (35-3£) and total production (32.b». The local 5 mile zone
supplied k.G$ of total milk, while the most distant zone (20-25 miles)
supplied 9.3$ of total milk. On a zone basis, 90. 7$ of total milk was
produced in the first four zones, or within a radius of 20 miles from
the center of the city (see Table 12).
Table 12. Proportionate Distribution of Worcester Milk Supply by
5 Mile Zones*
Av. Daily
Zone At. Bo. Deliveries Total
No. Pro-
ducers
**
f of
Total
Accumu-
lative $
Per Pro-
ducer
(lbs.)
Daily
Deliveries
(lbs.)
$ All
Deliver-
ies
Accumu-
lative
<
1. less-5
miles
2. 5-10 mi.
3.10-15 mi.
k. 15-20 mi.
5.20-25 mi.
35-1
206.1
17M
125.2
H3.I
6.0
35.3
29.9
21. U
6.0
Ul.3
71.2
92.6
100.0
1S1.3
219.3
220.0
285.2
299.6
6,360.0
^5.199.9
32.^0.2
35.715.6
12,91g.g
M
32.6
27.7
25.
g
9.3
U.6
37.2
6U.9
90.7
100.0
Sub-Total 5SU.5 100.0 237. u 132,67^.5 100.0
Zone
Unknown 73-1 11.1 203.1 lH,gU6.6 9-7
Total 657.6***100.0 2-H.6 1^. 521.1 100.0
Does not include out-of-state milk.
**Does not include 31 producers whose average daily deliveries are unknown.
•Producers in the market less than 12 months have been considered
fractional parts of producers according to number of months in the market.
On a quarter basis, a much larger proportion of mil): is produced in
the western half of respective zones than in the eastern half (see Figure 2).
Hearly all production in the 15, 20, and 25 mile zones is located west of
the city. By total quarters the northwest area produces by far the largest
portion of total milk for the market having *H.7$ of all producers producing
**g.7$ of all Massachusetts milk, (see Table 13) The northeast quarter produces
-55-
Table 13. Proportionate Distribution of Worcester Milk Supply
by Geographical Quarter Zones
At. No. $ of
louaj.
Av. Daily
Deliveries
jr@r rroducer
(Pounds)
Total
Deliveries
(Pounds)
56 all
Deliveries
Northeast
Southeast
Southwest
Northwest
5^-9
76.3
209.6
2U3.7
M
13.0
35.9
tu?
183.8
216.
g
213.2
277.9
10,09^.3
16.533.2
UU,6gh.6
67. 718.
7
7.3
11.9
32.1
Ug.7
Total* 5gU.5 100.0 237. 14 l^.OTO.g 100.0
•Does not include 31 producers whose average daily deliveries are
unknown, and 73. 1 producers comprising 11. l£ of all producers who
location is unknown. ~
the least milk with only 9.U$ of all producers and 7.356 of all milk
duced.
The 1935 Milk Shed Compared to that of 1932
A direct comparison of 1935 with 1932 from the same source of in-
formation is impossible. Data for 1932 is from "Sources of Milk Supply
in Twenty-Nine Secondary Markets in Massachusetts."1 This study showB
daily supply by towns for 1932 as recorded in the files of the city
milk inspector. A rough quarterly division along town lines has been
made to compare with the quarter divisions of the 1935 milk shed (see
Figure 16).
This comparison reveals a considerable shift in production from the
eastern half of the milk shed to the western half (see Table lH). In
1935. 80.g$ of all Massachusetts milk for Worcester was being produced
west of the city compared to 70.5$ in 1932. Probably more detailed
analysis than this general comparison is not justified because of the
1. Lindsey, A. H., Sources of Milk Supply in Twenty-Nina Secondary Markets
in Massachusetts
. Massachusetts Ag-r. TSxp. Sta.
r
Marrih TQjh.
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Northeast
Southeast
Southwest
BbrthweBt
Milk Supply
rgphical
1932
100.0 100.0
Total
difference in source of data.
The prop„reion of the total eupply fro. lU.^cWt. ha. lncrM8<ld
at the expene. of out-of-state ail* ( se. Table !5 >. Ka.5a=hMettB . .hare
of the market
.ae 92.0* in 1935 Oo*pared to m.Oi in 1932. «o stly at the
expense of Vermont and Connecticut milk.
TaMe i?\ ^cester Milk Supply in PercentageDivision amnn
|fT g tatft« a„A 1^State of Origin I932 1935
Massachusetts
Vermont
Hew Tork
Connecticut
80.0
11.7M
92.0
. p-3.
Total 100.0 lon
T
o
Producer Variation* ^ *,he Mnv gW
In 1935, an equivalent of 657-6 twelve-month producers1 averaged
to produce 233 . 6 pounds of milk daily.? The followins ^
the extras and variations that collectively make up this average. These
"
« ^"^sss'it1 : U39d to designate one dairy fa- -He"
2. All analyses of average daily deliveries is based on averse d«livn»for June and November, the blA and low t««. T rs€\ eliveries
milk by Dealers
months of total purchases of
-58-
are discussed fro. three anel..: (1) Tartatlons ta ^ ofM Nation, in ..MOnal production; and (3, Prodnc.r shlfu ^
year producers.
Variations in size of Producers
*" " «- shed are divided into sis,
aroup. 1th
. CUB< lnt8nral rf l00 pomds
_ ^ ^ ^
producer. (jy.afl fall la the^^^ ^^ ^ ^
axoup supplies «^ „ th9 nllk^ ^^ ^
The latest share or th.^ ls ^ ^^ ^
Pounds or dally production. W. groap in0laa
.8 only „
_^ rf ^
producers but accounts for 31.5* of total ilk.
Average —
J°-
<* £ Total Av. Daily Total <Producers Producer. Bolivaries Deliv.ri.s Lories
—
o
? 1 7-r Ubs.
;
95,7 16. ^ e>g 1 1 c -i g i. 1—-1
—
n.3 ».« tS., U3
5
; 7S
7
5 ; 7 £;*
Size Group
(lbs.)
Less 100
IOO-I99
200-299
3OO-399
too and over
.Total*
One fourth of all the producer.^ m^ ^^^
three fourth, of the producers suppiy the other half. (.„ Plgure
17).
^nation of the di.trihution of diff.r.nt si.sd producer. «~
son., and cuarter son., shows that
.is. of fsCT8 „ mmMmt ^
*elly deliveries of Ilk p.r t„ lncrM>e
. ^^ ^
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Percent
~ Ss
- y & /SO - 1ZOO JS>J> J00 _ 3 g9
j~^J Producers
Production
Pounds
deliveries)
Figure 17. Proportions of the Worcester Milk Market Supplied
Dy different Size Groups of Producers.
the outside of the .ilk sued, (see Tahle 1 7 ) Averse daily deliveries of
all producers in Zone 1 were 181. 3 pounds per far, in 1935 compared to 219.3
in Zone 2, 220.0 in Zone 3 , 2«5 .2 in Zone k, and 299 .6 in Zone 5 .
By quarter zones, average daily deliveries per far* are smallest
in the northeast quarter <1S3 .S POunds) and largest in the northwest
quarter (277. 9 pounds) compared to 216.8 and 209 .6 pounds, respectively,
in the southeast and southwest quarters, {see Figure IS)
In Figure 19
,
producers are plotted on the base map according to
size. This map reveals a decided lack of size uniformity among producers
in most localities.
In Sutton, a majority of producers fall in the 100-199 pound class,
while in Hew Braintree. Hardwick and Sutland, 300 and UOO pound producers
Predominate. In most other areas large producers are well intermingled
with medium si zed and small ones. In spite of the fact that average daily
deliveries per farm incr9ase proportionately with distance from the city,
«ceP t in the areas noted such increase is hard to detect from examination
-6o-
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of the map.
Part-Tear Producers in the Milk Shed
Records of the Massachusetts Milk Control Board listed 753 producers
flying Ilk for the Worcester market in 1935 . Of thi. number, complete
records for 73* or 97.3* f the total were available. Of these, 599 W9re
part of the milk shed for the entire year
* iile remaining 133 varied from
one-half to eleven months in the market, averaging %k HOnths. The
temporary (or part-year) producers kept dropping out and being added rather
regularly so that the average number of producers at any one time was 690.1
compared to 732 separate producers.
^is number (65O.I) Plus about 20 producers, whose information was
unavailable, is a very accurate count of producers in Massachusetts supplying
milk for Worcester in^ As shown in Ts0le ^ thege ^
32.0$ of the total milk supply.
Part-year producers varied from a high point of 69 in January and
March to a low of 53 in the last three months of the year. Such producers
constituted a yearly average of 9-¥ of all producers, the range being from
a high of ll.# in Jaauary to a low of g^ in Sepfcaaber (gee TaHe uh
Buriag 1935, approximately one producer in 10 dropped out of the
market within the 12 month period, but new producers entering the market
seem to balance those that drop out (see Table 19 and Figure 20). With
total number of producers in January taken as 100*. new producers entered
the market and others dropped out at 1.1* and U% per month> respectively>
Both the upward and downward trend were very regular and exhibited no
L
SSlSST d6aier "* i- ~t«l as one producer in this'
-6H-
Table IS. Percentage Part-Tear Producers are of All Producers by Months
in the Massachusetts Area of the Worcester Milk Shed - 1°/^
Month Pull Tear Part Tear All % Part Tear
Producers Producers Producers Producers
Jan. 599 69 668 11.5
Feb. 599 76 675 11.3
March 599 69 66s 11-5
April 599 67 666 10.0
May 599 62 661
June 599 59 658 9.0
July 66iQD1 9.
4
Aug. 599 5S 657 s.s
S8T>t. 599 52 651 8.0
Oct. 599 53 652 8.0
Sov. 599 53 652 8.0
Dec. 599 53 652 8.0
Average 599 61.6 6*50.1 9.4
noticeable seasonal fluctuations. As the downward trend was slightly in
excess of the upward one, the total number of producers in December was
only 97.6$ of the number in January.
Of the total of 133 part-year producers, 17 withdrew from the
market and reentered one or more times within the year. This accounts
for a total of new entries and withdrawals (82 entries and 9S with-
drawals) which exceeded the total number of part-year producers (133).
Table 19. Numbers and Production by
and Dropped Prom the Massachusetts Area
Months of Producers Added to
of the Worcester Milk Shed - 1935
New Producers Part-Tear
Month Producers withdrawn Producers
Daily Av. Daily At. Daily
Deliveries Deliveries, Deliveries,
Part-Tear
Producers
Hew
Producers
Producers
Withdrawn
(lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs.)
Jan. 69 10,444.5 151.4 151.
Feb. 10 3 76 12,079. 179.1 52.0
March 5 12 69 11,290.5 193.2 1U6.3
April 5 7 67 11,065.
4
151.8 140.6
May 3 8 62 10.U83.9 200.9 148.0
June 6 59 10.U56.3 197.6 13^.8
July 9
6
62 10,242.8
9.865.5
98.6 183-5
Aug. 2 5S 11U.9 101.2
Sept. 9 15 52 8,711.9 131.4 155.8
Oct. 9 8 53 9.091.2 173.9 147.2
Nov. 11 11 53 8.837.3 125.5 148.
6
Dec. 13 13 53 8,912.5 152.7 146.9
Av. 6.8 8.2 61.1 12,3^-3 155.9 1-58.0
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(Total number of producers in January = 100$)
Accumtitdf'Ve /"Creole in Pt-oolucmr A/.mfra
Production of A/e.*, Proalu. c ers
10
S
o
~S
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i I rv«<jrf in Pro^ud-iof.
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Figure 20. Trend in Numbers and Production of Part Tear Producers in
the Worcester Milk Shed, 1935-
(Daily production per farm of part year producers is 37.3$ less than
that of full year producers; thus trend in production change is less
than trend in producer numbers indicates.)
Part-year producers are 37«3$ smaller than full-year producers.
Average daily deliveries of part-year producers were 151.U pounds of milk
daily compared to 2U1.6 for full-year producers and 230.8 for all producers.
Because of this condition the increases and decreases in producer numbers
are not correct measures of corresponding increases and decreases in
milk production. New producers entering the market during 1935 eoualed 12.3$
of the total number of producers in January, but the production of these
new producers amounted to only 8.0$ of total production in January. Like-
wise, producers dropping out during the year equaled lH.9<£ of total producers
in January but only 3.1$ of January production (see Table 20 and Figure 20).
Of the 133 part-year producers, the milk shed zone location of 71 was
known and 62 unknown. According to the geographical distribution of these
Part-Year
Producers
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Eov.
Dec.
„
(express^
V--n^ f l jtLflT - *&*
Production-
New Prndii^or.
69
10
15
20
23
29
3«
1*0
u9
Part-Tear
Producers
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept*
Oct.
Sew*
pec.
3
15
22
30
39
1*5
51
66
7h
85
38
U.5
0.0
1.5
2.3
3.0
5.7
6.0
7.3
S.7
10,UUli. 5
1.791.0
2.757.2
3.516.1;
Ml
5.30U.6
6,192.1
6,U2i.g
7,60^.6
9.161.2
lO.5U2.li
12 t/Sg
f
l thdrawn
0.0
0.5
2.2
3.3
5.8
6.7
7.5
9.9
11.1
l
i;
7
156.1
1.9H.2
2,895.5
^,079.6
5.292.8
6.393.8
7,000.9
9.337.3
10,51^.6
12,lU9 . 7
3JL059.2
0.0
1.2
1.8
2.3
2-7
.0
.0MM
5.9
6.8
,8.0
0.0
0.1
1.2
1.9
2.6
}A
h.i
6.1
6.8
7.9
71 producer. (53.^ of the total) part-year producer, are .ore n^erous in
the northeastern part of the ailk than elsewhere ^^ &) ^
this area, part-year producers comprise 31.0 to ».* of all producers
-pared to 8.0 to 1U.3* part-time producers in the western half of the
-d. Part-year producers are fewest in the northwest quarter of
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Fifflire 21.
—
Diagram showing Keographlcal distribution of part vpat
producers in the V.orcester I'Uk shed in iq^
T
*
4 part year producers
9.1$ all producers in are
1 part year producer
1*1Jp all producers in area
9 part year producers
10.2$ all producers in area
6 part year producers
1^.3$ all producers
no part year producers
I part year producers w«r^
8$ all producers in area —
6 part year producers
8.7$ all producers in area
8 part year producers
11.5$ all producers in aree
no part year producers
7 part year producers
19.5$ all producers in area
12 part year producers
1.0$ p11 producers in area
2 part year producers
i&.ty all producers in area
x
l part year producer
17.6$ all producers in area
10 part year producers
17.0$ all producers in area
part year producer
7.9$ all producers in area
Northeastern Southeestern Northwestern Southwestern
quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
Number of
Producers 21 12 20 lg
$ all producers
in A"41 38.3 15.7 8.2 g.6
*This distribution includes only !j3.U$ of all part year producers.
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Zone U. (l.H of all producers in the area.) This distribution i8 at most
a very rough classification of geographic location of part-year producer,
because it includes only 53.^ of all such producers.
To sum up the activities of part-year producers:
1. Their average daily deliveries per producer are 57.3% lessthan full year producers.
2. Part year producers constitute a considerably larger
proportion of all producers in the northeastern quarter
of the milk shed than in other areas.
3 *
•T
arLr,ar producers averaged to be in the market 5.U monthsin 1935.
4. Part time producers constituted an average of 9.U£ of all
producers in 1935. '
'
5. Producers increase regularly at about l.l£ per month anddecrease about 1.3^ per month, exhibiting no noticeable
seasonal fluctuations.
Producer Shifts Among Dealers
It was not possible to trace the activities of producers who
changed from selling milk to a dealer in another market to selling to
a Worcester dealer or vice versa. Such producers appear in the analysis
of part year producers. In addition to such producers already analysed,
a few full year producers changed the outlet for their milk: from one
dealer to another within the market as did some of the part year pro-
ducers during their period of activity in the market, (see iable 21)
All producer shifts among dealers varied from none in January
to 6 in September. Through the year there averaged about two producers
per month who changed from one dealer to another, for the entire year
1935. 2.6$ of full year producers and 7.5$ of part year producers changed
dealers.
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Jan.
Feb.
March
April
Kay
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Sot.
Dec.
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
H
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
6
2
5
2
- 599: Total number of Part Tear
Total number of full year producers"
producers - 133.
2.6$ of full year producers changed dealer. i« ioir
of oart ti„i jaasaaaaa ^!r, n^* 8 in 1935 com^d to 7.5*
Variations in Seasonal Production
Seasonal variation of total purchase, of mil* by dealers has already
been analyzed in a previous section. This analysis is a preliminary
survey of seasonal variation among producers,
Using a tfovember-June ratfl a, a ffiea8ure of 8easongl ^
production, the average ratio for the entire HassachuseUs Area of the
»ilk shed is approximately 80$. When the range of ratios is divided into
5 groups, a comparatively flat distribution curve that is slightly skewed
toward higher ratios is produced (see Table 22 and Figure 22). Out of
530 producers tabulated, 1 76 or 32.6* fall in the modal group (70-g9.^
l. For the purpose of this analysis the November-June ratio is Fovea***
~
TndtT^n TdiVided * J™e milk P«**tio.. A low oercenl^
70-
Number
Producers 52
g Total g g_
^^^^^^^^^^
105 173 lag 72 530
100.0
221
ratios), of the tQ
Bovanber-June ratios of 23.^ areeither above 110^ or below 50^.
1
————
_
....
o
CO
(13
Q>
vo 00 rH
rH|H
1 1 1
O over
Figure 22.
Distribution
. of November-
June Ratios
of Production
among 530
Producers in
the Massachu-
setts Area of
the Worcester
Milk Shed -
XaTios 1935.
seems to be no concentration of one or »«~. 1116
°
F
""^ cla8se * I* any locality in
the milk shed
. FroducerB f aegree of 8eMonal variation are found
in proximity.
out the ne9d f„ addlUonil ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^
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the Sovanber-June ratio used In this stndv rolme udy. (p) comparison of sess„MU
of production mte different, price plan..
M. .tu«e. f B„^ prodMUm traa ^ indiMfe^M novmnbeWune rntio,^ . rather „^^ „^ ^ ^
adapted to one MM^^ m oth<ri- c<mpute ^^^^ ^
seasonal production In this study he.^ llalt.a „ , tw^,^
ratio analysis because of U., of more compute data for a lare.
proportion of producers.
Anon, the producer, operate under the Flat there appear.
to he no conformity to the usual eeaeona! pea* ejected 1„ June. «.
t0 lDdiCaU ttat «•»«»•« °f
— producers often do not
represent total production. If ,uch condition 1, true, at lens, sen.
Tint plra dsalers operat , not to jmrobMt m fwmmu of their
producers. Detailed comparison of seasonal deliveries of Put plen
s°Sirt?.rrtni ty rtss - -dn.r-W ana1J>"he .uus?f^ £«at£"Jf"^ " ?emM" (^
'measureTbyte coefficlent^f'varlsbility^
^J^lZV^rtZ i^-1-1- lotion in „mSon
producer*/
.
„ " P"*»«i» or group, of
th. , t(
"11">
*
h
^
r B",
;
Bar
• or «oaeonal variation In milk deliveriese ratio of Kovanber production to June production exhibitf!
MuffX 0t "», c^e8S "Mch Plan, in beSSen 1%?ana 1931 in the several districts."
Univ'
i
!..
1
^.
gUPP' y 51(18
°
f th* M
-^t Cornell
th« ; C
Sta
" sept. 1931. page 22, states, "By excretinge November production in percentage of the Jma pit asingle factor is obtained which is an accurate index of the
eZTrJTilll ^l^T ^ *" Production of
SSei ol thL^ mml>er °f famS WiU Sh0w a 8eas™sl curve
^X^lsssjt;4 practice *s u related to—
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producers with that of Bating and Use m™,P Producers should shed light onthis point. ****
gates gaeas^ fes aaiiti
Analysis of transportation of milk from f„« .°° am t0 city plant i 8 apreliminary surrey that i 8 basic to more detailed * -^tai study of transportation
problems. Tansporting milk t, Wly inlargely ch«^ of dealers who set therates that are dediw »ri f »ucted fros, gros, pWMnts t„ producor<i
I, the mm^mi. are, of Bllk^^ £
- * deaUr. pl„, Tarl.d tnm& to ^ cenu
100 pounds of mtlk.l in iq« _935
-
he 9ItraM
' »P«»" rates cta^
al8
" *" £ 25 ' 30 - 35 cents Per hundred pouads of ,Ufc
Arerege Milk shed and zone Bate,
m 1935, the aeera*. uauHng rat. for M^ fc
.„^ i, 28 . 2 cents.a fct„ ;_ s yoried u_
arerage of 53 .e cent. „ ths local jj^^ £^ ceats £^
5 (a~5 .no.,, ^e rates did not increase direct!, „„lo„
to distsnce fro* £ STersse rate lnoreMea 2 | cMts frea
*»» 1 to zone «. cos»a™d to a iV* increase in Zone J o»,r Zone J.
0.94 increase in Zone k over Zone 1 »nH i «^ J, a d l.grf increase in Zone 5 over
Zone k (see Vfble 23).
Distribution of Bates Within Zones
The differences in averse rates from one zone to another aggregate
2 mV 8,? TSnge °f from 1 cent per quart " —2. All hauling charges referred to are pe? LTea 'pounds of milk.
" ^"
T e:
only T.k cents in a distance of 25 Ti
/~
collectively produce the e> g »-« ione is of mucn more eipni+M,.(see Table 25 ^ Figure 2U
significance
30 cent* ^ n0 rates needed30 s, the entire market-wide ran™ of r»te nge a es wP8 found i„ ^| zone* t«Zone 1 ?n £>£ n s, ini. ».* or an^ « thelr
-lk^ for ies>
succeeding zones the percent*™ n ^ JP centage of producers in this class progressivelydecreased to 2.2<g U Zone 5#
« *oes „, incinn.
. lars. proportlon of pn)djKm^ ^ ,
reached, fa that Zone li? Af
*5«7> at that rate in zoa. U — *
•
hS m° B
' «»» »t. 1. 30e
. ln Zo„. ,Ml or ;,roauc.r. « . jtf rata. A. pPoportloa lno„aset ^ ^
a. u 2oa. 3. m m Zon9 but dMreMes !
Zone 5.
Changes in Bates in 1935
Co»Parativ.ly fe. chance, in hauling^ effected „ 1?35
fM " 0nly 10 f*T - °< * *—t. (.a. J.W-
*
««. rea.en for rata change, i, ni.parit, „ the a^istin, rat.
*• tho.e or naaro, ,a™.r.. The mt^ t^ _ _^
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Table 2U. Changes in Milk Hauling Rates in the
Kessachusetts Area of the Worcester Milk Shed - 1Qm
Rate IncreasedRa 1 e Reduced
Change Change
35.0 to ?3«2 6 ?3.0 to 30.0 5
35.0 to 25.0 2 25.0 to 30.0 21
35.0 to 30.0
_2
Total 10 26
from 25^ to 30^. (21 producers were affected.) Total number of producers
(36) having rates changed amounted to 5.5$ of all producers.
100 r
9o
So
to
30.0
'9-31
loss
la-i.
\
\
Figure 2U. Proportionate Distribution of Trucking Rates for
Milk within zones, Worcester Milk Shed, 1935.
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Table 2b
'
totM for Hauling Milk In the Massachusetts Area"
of the Worcester Milk fthed - 10,^
less Vvb 15-19. ?o~rU.Q^ 25-39 ToX'"
Gents oer 100 lbs.
Area
Zone 1 East lg 2
(0-5 mi.) West lg 9
Zone 2 g&st 111 lk
(5-10 mi.) West 120 13
Zone 3 East 20 6
(10-15 aii.) West l6g 10
Zone U East 3
(15-20 mi.) West 127 6
Zone 5 East
( 20-25 mi.) r.ftst.
Zone Totals
Zone I-36 11
Zone 2 -231 27
Zone 3 -lgg lg
Zone k
-130 6
Zone 5 - U5 1
Total all Zones - 6^0 6l*
Area
1
3
U
6
2
2k
38
3
30
3
62
33
3
2
lQg
Zone 1 Eset 11.1 5.6 33.^
lest 50.0 16.7 11.1
Zone 2 East 12.6 0.0 21.6
West 10.
g
0.0 31.6
Zone 3 East 30.0 0.0 15.0
West 6.0 0.0 17.9
Zone U East 0.0 0.0 0.0
West 0.0 2.U
Zone 5 East
West 2.2 o,P
3
U
35
23
3
36
l
25
7
58
39
26
5
iO-7U.y 7
Producers
c
6
11
7 1
S3 9
2
73 20
ov?r
6
67
90
75
lg
135 ?5fi
$ of Total
l6.g
22.2
31.5
19.2
15.0
21. U
33.3
19.2
11.1
33.1
0.0
2g.9
29.2
35.0
^9.3
66.7
o7.6
17
10
20
19
66
cm
00
5.*
9.2
5.0
5.U
00
15.7
Zone Totals
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5
30.6
11.7
8.5
U.6
2.2
13.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.2
26. g
17.6
2.3
19. k
25.1
20.7
20.0
11.1
16.7
29.0
U7.9
^7.7
l0.1
0.0
7.U
15.4
Ua.2
Total nil zones 9.7 ^.6 17.1 21. h !'P.7 ip.qincludes U6 producers with no hauling rate. Such ?rodi\cers ere either
producer dealers or do their own hauling.
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Figure 25 shows hauling charges among producers plotted on the base
map. This elaborates the general rate differences in localities shown in
Figure 2U. In some areas one rate predominates while in other areas a
standard rate seems entirely lacking. The factual picture in itself does
not reveal reasons for the differences that exist but does
..resent a basis
for analysis of local transportation problems.
Factors Affecting Local Rates
At least two important factors affect hauling charges in B local
area: dealer handling the milk and location of the farm with reference
to a hard surface or main route road. The efficiency of a dealer^
trucking operations and his buying price plan are important factors
influencing hauling rates. Most rates of (U per quart) ere
charged by Flat plan dealers. Their gross price to producers is often
higher than that of dealers of either surplus plan. The higher hauling
rate tends to make net or farm prices among producers more nearly equal.
Comparative Hates for Massachusetts and Vermont Milk
Hauling charges for Ug Vermont milk producers shipping to Worcester
were available. This milk is first trucked from the farm to a. country
plant, shipped by rail from the country plant to Worcester, and then
hauled by truck from a railroad siding to the dealers plant. In the
country, rates for farm to country plant hauling varied from 10e* to
25e* (see -able 26).
Table 26. Farm to Country Plant Hauling
Producers in the IorcftRt«r Mil
Hates
1 $»d
for Us
- 19TS
Vermont
Rate Hauledm 10«5 15«5 206 25^ Total
No. Producers 6 15 18 6 3 *i
% of Total 12.5 31.2 37.5 12-5 6.3 100.0
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m$ freight rate on Vermont milk shipped to Worcester in 1935 ^
^ per hUDdred P0und8 ' » cost * per hundred pound, to haul the milk
from the railroad depot to the dealer's plant. Country plant charges are
estimated at 2Si per hundred pounds of milk handled. 1
These rates compared to local hauling rates in the Massachusetts
area show that the cost of transporting Vermont milk to Worcester is from
38.S to SS.7 cents per 100 pounds more than corresponding cost of
Massachusetts milk (see Table 27).
Taoie 27 Comparative Costs of transporting Vermont and Massachusetts'
i ilk from Farm to Dealers* Plants in Worcester - 1935
— (cent s ner 100 ponnds)
- Massachusetts,, Vermont
Hauling rate
freight
City haul
Country Plant Cost*
Hifih
«M
low
11.6 ?5«o
5.0
29.0
Low
10.0
*»1.3
5.0
29.0
Total
'46.5 11.6 100.3 85-3
Less Massachusetts range
-11.6
-^6.*j
Extra Cost, for Vermont milk SS.7
•Estimate based on cost for
Operation in Vermont bv
303. Hov. iq?Q.
"Class A* plants in
M. Camburn, Vt. Agr.
Milk Receiving Station
Exp. Sta.
, Bulletin
This differential does not indicate economy in purchasing
Massachusetts milk rather than Vermont milk but is a measure of the
comparatively lower cost of production that Vermont producers must have
in order to compete in the Worcester market.
Summary of Hauling Rates
Basic information relative to hauling rates in 1935 is summarized
1. Camburn, 0. M., Milk Receiving Station Operation in Vermont . Vermont
Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 303, November, 1929.
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as follows:
1. Rates in the Massachusetts Area ranged from 11.6 to H>.*)1 p«
100 pounds, averaging 28.2.
2. In most parts of the area, wide differences in local rates
existed, although the average of rates by 5-mile zones in-
creased only from Zone 1 (0-5 miles) to Zone 5 (20-25
miles)
.
3. Buying price plan of dealer affected rates; some Flat Plan
dealers charged relatively higher rates than Use and Eating
plan dealers.
h. During the year 5«5'^ of producers had their rate changed,
more rates being raised than lowered.
5. Cost of getting milk from Vermont to dealers plants in
Worcester ranged from 38.8 to 88.7^ more than such cost
for Massachusetts milk, depending on location of respective
producers and type of dealer handling the milk.
Price Structure
Net farm prices for milk testing ?>.T$> butter fat have been used
to compare returns for milk among producers in different parts of the milk
shed and among different price baying plans. Such a price represents a
good basis of comparison from a production cost or comparative return
basis. It does not show the absolute net return that a price unadjusted
for butler fat would show, but such an absolute price used comparatively
obscures the increased cost of producing milk of higher butter fet content.
In 1935. th-e average differential allowed in Worcester for milk
above or below 3»7$ butter fat content was for each one-tenth percent.
According to G. P. Dow in a study of producer-distribution costs in three
areas in Maine, "the cost of producing milk increased about one-fourth cent
per quart for each additional increase of 0.3 in the percentages of the
-81-
but-er fat test.»l ttrtK eouals 3 .S* per one-tenth percent butter
fat compared to the average differential of k.U actually allowed in
Worcester in 1935.
The method used in the Maine study of computing increased cost of
higher testing milk a&y be open to criticism, and the estimate given
does not account for seasonal variation of such cost. Also, producer-
distributor costs in Maine are only roughly comparable to wholesale
producer costs in Worcester County, Massachusetts. In spite of these
discrepancies, the comparison emphasizes the fact that existent butter
fat differentials in the Worcester area are somewhat commensurate with
the actual production cost differentials. On this basis, net prices for
milk testing 3-7$ butter fat have been selected as an equitable basis
of comparison.
In many studies of milk prices, the gnalysis has been confined to
prices received for milk delivered at dealers plants. Such studies fall
short of revealing actual returns to producers. Recognizing this
situation, J. I. Tinley and M. H. Blank in analyzing the East Bay milk
market conclude, "If an agency undertakes in the future to collect in-
formation on the supply and demand factors for market milk, it would be
desirable to use farm prices instead of prices delivered to plants. 1,2
In this study, schedules of gross prices accompany the net price analysis
to make the information complete.
1. Dow, 8. F. , An Economic Study of talk Production Costs in Herds of
Producer-L'istributors in Maine , f'aine Agr. Exp. Sta. , Bui. JgJ,
Aug. 1936, Page M.
2. Tinley, J. M. , and Blank, M. H., An Analysis of the East Bav talk
Market
. Calif. Agr. Exp. Sta., Bui. 53U, June 1932, Pa^e 52.
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Prices Paid in the Market - 1935
The Class I price averaged $3,281 and the Class II price $1,522 per
100 pounds in 1935- The gross composite price of 13 Use Plan dealer,
averaged $2,991 (see Table 28).
-able 2S. But er Fat Differentials and Gross Prices Paid atDealers Plants by Worcester Milk Dealers in I935
per 100 pound
»)
Gross
Butter fat Composite Frice
Differential 13 Dealers
'-^ p ($ 8T cwt.)
•0^3 2.90H3
.0507 2.8979
.0U89 2.961-3
.0HU2 3.0871
.0358 ?.896U
• 0289 2.7*489
.0328 2.9679
•03^3 2.9857
•0334 3.0U19
.0369 3.1618
.0U26 3.08914
•0^85 3.10*40
» 0*110 2.9905
Distribution of Producers by Price Plans
There were approximately 130 Flat Plan producers, 320 Eating Plan
producers, and 2*40 Use Plan producers in the Worcester milk shed in 1935.
In addition, about *0 producers had their plan changed, (see Figure 26)
The map shows that most Flat Plan producers are located northeast of and
relatively nearby the market. Use Vlan producers predominate southwest
of the city. Vest of the city there are about eoual numbers of Use and
Rating plan producers in the second and third zones. Beyond Zone 3,
or 15 miles and more from market, Eating Plan producers oredominate.
Comparative Prices Eeceived among Zones
Net farm prices for 3?9 producers (5U.2* of all full year producers)
Month Class I Class I
Price Price
\ <a CWt
. ) (S tier
Jan. 3.0225 1.6s
Feb. 3.0225 1.88
Mar. 1-9 3.0225 1.79
10-•31 3.371
Apr. 3.371 1.85
May 3.371 1.32
June 3-371 1.07
July 3.371 1.22
Aug. 3.371 1.27
Sept. 3.371 1.24
Oct. 1- 20 3.371 1.38
21- 31 3.?5
Nov. 3.25 1.78
Dec. T
.?5 1.79
Average? 3.281 lt522
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and 167 ». IH, produce. me 8Terag
.^ decr8ased fron < mj
d.creas. (l6. 3c> occur, fro* Zone 5 to Zone 3 (... IaM . aa)-
——,
Rating ?>S13
Use 2.816
Weighted Average 2.815
2.993
2.757
2.725
2.801
rounds
2.679
2.621
2.638
f 3.7$ mi
2.632
2.591
2.623
Ik)
2.610
2.559
2.581
2.993
?.667
2.657
2.687
Rating above
Use
-.ocrs
.0^2
.058
.0^1
.osq
.010
2 to hoi in Zone 5. (see Figure 27).
3./»-
Pigure 27. Average and
Range of Prices by Zones
in the Massachusetts Area
of the Worcester KUlc
Shed, 1935.
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A. shoim in Figure 2S
, Zone j,
'
ZM« l» the martcet
.here
the entire market-wide paaya nfr nge of price, exl.ted. figure 29 reveals a
rather mif„ra rentage
rf^ ^^
.uccessively falliug „ . lower prfce^^ ^ ^^
Comparative Prices Received Among Price Plans
"at Plan Pniacm recelre4 ^^ ^^ ^
Per h„dr.d
.eight of mil, compared „^ f„^^
-
for „.e plan producers,
.a^t-lde comparisons, ho.ever
are misleading a. they do not consider
.one distrihution of mtm..„
"** PrfCe Pl8M
- ** » ««. a,, reveals that «at
Plan producer, receive app^ately ^ p„ iunared^^ ^
either Us, or Bating plan Producers and that Bating plan producer, re-nm 3 to U more than as. plan producer.. All mt^ proauc.„
included in this analy.l. „ iocaled „^ |( ^^ ^J^T
can he compared only to other Zone . producer.. * reason
.hy mo„
Rating plan producers rec#»iv« 7 £iei e 3 to 6rf more per hundred weight than
comparahle Use plan producers se«.s to he in the fact that a. distance
from lncresses> proportlMs of Kaung
continuing
m the higher price cla.se. is greater than
.uch portions for u.e
plan producers.
Percentage freouency dlstrihutioa. of producers hy .ones reveal
that among u.e Plan producer, the modal group fall, successively in a
lover price else. a. the sone increa... (.ee Bigur. 30 sad T,hl. 30).
In Zone Z the modal group 1. „ tie te.„ ,„^^ ^ ^ } ^
modal group fell, hack to the
-.60 to cla... in Zone H it i. m
the to $2 . 59 ola.. and in Zone f it ha. reached the lowest de-
ification, (less than In comparleoa>^^^
' J f S
o i. 33
Figure 39, Dlagramtic distribution within zones of n^t v,?r h
.prices
. received by milk producer, in the Massachusetts>*a 3
the Worcester milk shed - 1935
.
(net price at
_Vrm, 3.7^. mj i^)
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figtxe 2E. Ferdentage distribution within sones of net yearly
prices received by milk rrocucerB in the Massachusetts Area- -+
of ihe Worcester nilk shed - 1935- i \
(nric»3 ?.re dollars per l'W -ovuiHb, net. at farm for 3,t>1 nilk) 1
1
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'eJS5 z_so 2 60
2.5° p>9 2 ;6?
2.7o
2." 7.9
2?o
Z S9
3,Oo {PrUet lest 1.S0 ijSo 2.70 2,50 2.9o 3.00
2
-
6^ 2.79 2.~a9 2.99 o'tr
ZONE 5
3.00 (Pi te)
FIGURE 30. PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION WITHIN ZONES OF NET PRICES RECEIVED BY
• PRODUCERS BY PRICE PLANS, WORCESTER MARKET, 1935(DOLLARS PER 100 POUND 3.7 V. MILK)
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fble 30. Distribution of Producers by Number and Percentage of ffetPrices Received by All Producers by Zones in the Worcester Market - 1935
^rtca classes are dollars par 100 pounds. ^ 7"- fflnv)
Price Class Producers
?. 50-1 ess
2. 50-2. 59 k 21 22 92.60-2.69 1 25 t2 pg 7 2i
2.70-2.79
2. 80-2. 89
2.90-2.99
3.00-over
Zone totals
% of Total
Market
7 16 2 10
rm
3 28 7
7 3^ 13 16 k
1 12 3 3
1 6 11 2
1 21
11 109 96 73 30
3U.2 30.1 22.9 9-
93
7U
19
20
22
319
100.0
11.0
Price Class Percentage
2. 50-less
2.50-2.59 0.0 3.7 21.9 3o.i 36".o rr'2
2.60-2.69 9.0 22.9 33.3 38.5 23.3 29.1
2.70-2.79 6U.0 31.2 13.5 21.9 13.3 23.2
2.80-2.89 9.0 11.0 3.1 U.l o.O 6M
6.8
2.90-3.00
3 . 00-over
0.0 6.H 16.7 2.7 33.U
0 1 0.0
k i 0 0
9.0 5.5 11.5 2.7 0.0
9.0 19.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0Zone totals iqq.q
the modal percentage in Zones 2 and 3 is respectively the same ae for Use
plan producers, but in Zone H it remains as in Zone 3 ($2.60 - $2.69 class),
and in Zone 5 advances to the next higher ($2.70 - $2.79) class.
Due to the inherent nature of the Rating plan, net prices smong
its producers should exhibit a wider range than corresponding Use plan
prices. Both reflect surplus, but Rating plan producers' surolus is not
entirely determined by percentage of the dealers Class I sales. This is
borne out in Zones U and 5 in Figure 30 where the distribution of producers
along the entire area price range is much more even for Rating than for
Use plan producers. This analysis shows that farther than 15 miles from
the market, price decrease due to increased distance is comparatively
slight.
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Fi.^ore 31 shows net prices among producers plotted on the base raao
with symbols indicating price plans.
Relationship between Net Price and Hauling Rates and Dealers' Surplus
From Zone 1 to Zone 5. the average hauling rate increases 7.h_ per
100 pounds while the average net price received decreased ?3.Hc\ Only
31.U of rice decrease as distance from market increases is caused by
increased hauling charges. Further analysis shows that surplus of dealers
buying from producers living farthest from market is greater than surplus
of dealers buying nearby milk. Among Use Plan producers, this situation
accounts for 10.0^ (38.9^) of tlle 55«7^ price decrease from Zone 1 to
Zone 5. '"he condition is less marked among Rating Plan producers, U.M
(21.7$) of the 20.3<£ decrease from Zone 1 to Zone 5 heing thus caused
(see Table 31).
Table 31. Successive Zone to Zone Changes in Net Producer Prices,
Hauling Rates, and Percentage of Class I Milk in the
Massachusetts Area of the Worcester Milk Shed, 1935*
(prices are dollars -per 100 pounds 3.7*> milk)
Successive Zone Successive Zone Percent Successive Zone
Zone Net Price Decrease Increase in Class I Milk Decrease
Rating Use Hauling Rates by Zones Due to Surplus
Rating Use Rating Use
1 - 9C7U 87. 5 -
2 .056 .091 .028 88. U 85.5 .035 .030
3 .078 .10U .019 86.9 82.4 .026 .055
I .0U7 .031 .009 87.5 82.0 -.010 .007
5 .012 .032 .018 87.9 31.5 -.007 .008
Total .203 .257 .07^ .0UI1 .100
Only 50 to 60$ of price decrease due to distance from market is thus
far explained. Variation in butter fat content and decrease due to greater
surplus have been accounted for, and price schedules for the period in
ouestion v/ere administratively determined. Probably the additional decrease
is due to the wide price ranges within zones that produce both the price
and hauling rate average, and the small size of the price sample.
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Summary of Price Structure
1. Worcester dealers paid a gross composite price for milk tff about
$2.99 per 100 pounds of 3.7* milk in 1935- Net price to producers was about
$?.69. Producers received 30% of the gross price.
2. Prices to Flat plan producers were about higher than prices
to other producers.
3. Prices to Hating plan producers were 3 to 6f£ higher than prices
to Use plan producers.
U. Net prices averaged to decrease 23.H from Zone 1 to Zone 5
(from 5 miles to 25 miles), the decrease being about 5c* greater for Use
than for Rating plan producers.
5. A considerable range of prices existed in each zone, being
highest in Zone 2 (75^) and lowest in Zone 5 (IJOe*). Zone 2 was the only
ares where the entire market-wide range of prices existed.
6. Distance from market is somewhat less important beyond 15
miles.
7. Only 31# of the decrease in net prices due to distance is
accounted for by increased hauling rates.
-Q2-
jjumnary
In 1935. m of Worcester's milk was produced in Massachusetts compared
to m in 1932- Nearly all cre.m purchased as such was of out-of-state
origin, 30 to 6o£ coming from the Middle West.
Worcester is geographically k rather simple market, being surrounded
by small secondary markets on the north, east and south, and its milk shed
slightly overlaps the Springfield milk shed on the west side. Vermont
milk competitively is a potential source of supply but constituted only
a small percentage in 1935- Worcester is the only sizeable market in which
most milk produced in the milk shed csn economically compete.
In 1935, 77 milk distributors, 23 of which were producer-dealers,
operated in Worcester. Average daily sales for ^ regular dealers were
2755 pounds compared to 50U pounds for producer-dealers. The largest
dealer handled over 13.000 pounds of milk daily; the 10 largest dealers
handled ^2% of the entire market. Sales of intermediate de3 lers constituted
only 2,3i of all sales.
Classified according to price buying plans, 22 Flat plan dealers
handled U.lf of the market, 23 Use plan dealers handled 35. 0?, 11 Rating
plan dealers handled M*.7£ and 23 producer dealers handled the remaining
7.2$ of the entire market.
Total purchases of milk by dealers varied 22$ from June to November,
while fluid sales exhibited no very marked fluctuations. Use plan dealers
carried slightly higher surplus (l6.7#) than Hating plan dealers (11. 6£)
though the analysis did not include enough dealers to be really conclusive.
Comparison of dealers within the group revealed considerable lack of
uniformity as to high and low surplus months. Many times the division of
surplus smong dealers in a particular month was extremely unaouitable.
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* co^ruon
„ 1935 rtth^ ^ ^ ^^^
followed the same general trend in both years.
All Wtmmimm milk for *orce8ter i 8 tracked to^ Most
seller defers perform this service thrive., out larger desler8 contp&ct
with some of their producers to do the hauling.
The Hew England Milk Producers Association with its
.embership com-
prising 55
.9* of all Worcester milk producer, in Massachusetts in 1935
is the principal cooperative association in the market. It U a bargain-
ing agency with a sales committee that meets with dealers to determine
prices. This activity has been minimized since the Commonwealth has had
governmental control.
The Massachusetts Milk Control Board through its administrative
unit, Area 6, < 5h# Worcester ,rea) has established producer prices since
September 1 93U, and "recognizes" schedules of retail prices. Vxm its
advent until June 2, 1937 , the Board had conducted hearings on 29 8eparaf
cases of violation of its provisions.
In Zone 2 (10 to 15 miles) are located 35* of all producers in the
Massachusetts area of the milk 8hed. Th.se producer, produce * of total
milk. Minety percent cf the milk comes from the first four zones or from
within a 20 mile radius from the center of the city. By quarters kzfi of
producers reducing tg£ of total milk, are located northwest of the city
compared to S% of producer, and £ of production from northeast of the
city. In 1935, 80. of total ailk from Massachusett. wa. ^reduced west
of the city compared to J0$ being thu. produced in 1932.
Producers averaged to deliver 233 pound, of milk daily in 1935.
The range was such that 25* of the producer, produced 504 of all the
milk. By .ones, average daily production per farm steadily increase.
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from an averse of 181 pounds in Zone 1 to 299 pounds in Zone 5 . By
quarters averse daily production per farm varied from 1S3 pounds northeast
of the city to 2J8 pounds northwest of the city.
^proximately 10% of producers are part year producers; that i.,
they will not he in the market 12 months hence. The dynamic nature of
the milk shed is indicated by the fact that in 1935 producers dropped
out at the rate of 1. 3* per month, and new producers were added at the
rate of 1.1 $ per month. Daily deliveries per farm were about ftjj i es8
for part year producers than for full year producers. Proportionately
they were more numerous northeast of the city than elsewhere, constituting
*K>
- 50,^ of ell producers there compared to about northv7est cf the city.
In the northeast quarter of the milk shed live only $$ of all
producers. They are predominately of the Flat plan type and their daily
production per farm is about 35^ less than for farms west of the city.
Proportionately, the area has 3 to 5 times as many part year producers
as other areas.
In 1935, 2.S% of all producers changed from one dealer to another.
Using November-June ratios as a measure of seasonality of production,
November production averages about 80% of June production, ^bns compares
favorably with the 22$ seasonal variation in total purchases of milk by
dealers.
Hauling rates in the Massachusetts area of the milk shed varied
from 11.6 to U6.5c* per 100 pounds of milk, averaging 28.2^. side
variations in most every locality exist, the entire market wide range of
rates being in evidence in all zones except Zone 1. Such variations
minimize the importance of the average increases from zone to zone which
total only J.ty from the inside to the outside of the milk shed.
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Cosi of getting Vermont milk froffi fm ^ ^^^
3«.S to^ ra0re per 100 pounds of milk than comparable costs for local
milk.
1935. 5-5* of all nroducer. had their hauling rate changed,
more rates being raised than lowered.
m prices received at the farm for «** averaged about
per 100 rounds compared to average gross composite pries of $2.99. pro-
ducers received 90, of the gross price.
Prices to Plat plan producers were about t* higher than prices to
other producers. Rating plan producers received prices 3 hi 6c* higher
than did Use plan producers.
Net prices decreased 2}M from the | mile to the 25 mile sons,
the decrease being about U greater for the Use than for the Eating plan
producers. This is to be compared to an increase in hauling rates in
the MM distance of 7.W. Increased hauling rates constitute only
of total net price decrease from zone to zone. For Use plan vroducsrs.
increased amounts of surplus milk from the more distant producers accounts
for 38% more of the price decrease. The remainder is apparently due to
the wide range of both net prices and hauling rates in each area.
The range of net prices .aid for milk varied from ftf (Zone 2) to
*$f (Zone 3). The entire market-wide range of prices existed in only
Zone 2 and that of hauling rates in all but Zone 1.
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Summary Discussion
From time to time both public and private agencies have set themselve
to the **k of gathering, recording, and analyzing market information with
the result that the marketing of many products i s now aided by statistical
barometers. Such research is continually appraising and testing existing
market guides in efforts to improve them or develop better ones.
The business of developing helpful indicators in milk markets is
still in its infancy. Lack of comprehensive understanding of limitations
attached to milk distribution greatly hampers satisfactory solution of
current problems. The perishability of fluid milk and its man alternative
uses, make the development of useful barometers for its a rkets a delicate
and difficult task, though such peculiarities emphasize the great necessity
for correct market indicators if order is to ensue.
Though milk is a universally marketed product, circumstances attend-
ing its distribution vary widely, necessitating extensive knowledge of
local conditions for proper buyer ?nd seller negotiations. As in the case
of most products, the trade is aided in the conduct of its business when
it knows the extent of and variations existent in the supply area, channels
of distribution, marketing area, volume of product purchased, and consumer
preference.
This study analyzes market information for only one 1? month period,
1935; thus it cannot hope to shed light on many conditions entailing
observation for a longer period. In its limited scope, it has attempted
detailed analysis, hoping that the foundation has been laid for the
following market indicators:
Size of the Market
The Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Division of Markets, reports
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receipts of fluid for only New York, £oeton
,
chica€Q> gnd
ft. size of other milk«^ can be detemiaed only by separate iBTefitiga_
tion. ^ gtudy iB not the first atteffipt ^ ffleasure ^ ^^
-ilk sold in Worcester, as Doctor A. H. LiBdsey in "Secondary Milk Markets
in Massachusetts.. raePSured gizes of ^ ^^
of daily sales on file with city milk inspectors.! ,he ffl ,asure UMd ^
this thesis is more dependable as H totals actual purchases ?s reported
by all dealers for one month and on the basis of information for a Tery
large proportion of the entire market reveals seasonal variation in total
supply and Class 1 sales. Thai this analysis is probably the first
comprehensive measure of market surplus.
Significance of Per Capita Cream Consumption
As previously indicated, accurate daily per capita consumption of
milk *nd ere.™ is impossible to determine because the exact number of
persons served by dealers in the Worcester Market is unknown. Using
population figures for the city (l90 t U7l) per capita purchases of fluid
milk from dealers was .81 pounds and total dealer purchases of out-of-
state cream ecualed
.60 pounds milk equivalent daily per capita in 1935.
Probably these rates reduced 10 to 20i represent approximate rates of
consumption. It seems important to note that cream purchases from
without the regular fluid milk shed represent the production of nearly
80% as much milk as milk for fluid consumption. This reve-ls the com-
petitive position of Worcester County in the dairy industry when it is
realized that Worcester dealers handle only about 15$ of surplus milk.
1. Lindsey, A. H.
, Sources of Milk Supply in Twenty-Mine Secondary
Markets in Massachusetts. Mass. Agr. Exp. Sta.
, mimeographed report,
Amherst, March 193U.
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Dealers
the sise and respective importance of particular dealer,
has in
.
general way always been ^own to people engaged in mil* dis-
tribution in Worcester, this study furnishes a factual Vsis for such
general Pledge and corrects m misconceptions that may h„ve existed
through 1 ck of infomation. In n-ny^ marketg more than ^ rf
fluid sales are handled by a very small proportion of dealers. Though
perhaps not controlling enough of the market to actually be monopolistic,
the dominating position of small groups of dealers has been an important'
factor to deal with in those markets. Observation of division of sales
among dealers in a large number of markets will probably reveal a close
correlation between such division and regulatory methods being used to
maintain orderly marketing.
In Worcester the ten largest dealers constituting 12. 7^ of ell
dealers must be included to account for 50* of market sales (Table 3,
page 23). Whether or not such division provides for enough "give and
take- to prevent domination from any point probably cannot be statistically
determined. It U a matter of record, however, that the Worcester market,
a rather simple market geographically as shown in this study, has ex-
perienced fewer marketing problems in recent years than the Springfield
market where the geographical sales area and division of sales among
dealers is entirely different. Such knowledge in itself solves no
problem but does emphasize the need of knowing the conditions peculiar
to particular markets.
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Surplus Milk
-
litigation, of the fe „8l
^
OT,,1S8l0 , lBdl"'e * - «~«-M *. to MMM1
*» «*-.
- such operation, cen „. lesrMd
, ,oluUon of
-»«- i.
«m. a*. «. TO oloturs for
Centre!^ lndIc,te 0UM , ^^ esiet) ^^^^^
*iCO pmdUC.r prices c^ m m ^ ^W5 traced *, 10 to X* eoapar* to^ ^m.,. t„ TOch^
as Boston and ».» Toric. Kllk nsrketl j 00 ,., bi. „ ,*«6 ig possxD e on a low surolus
margin.
—
-esenc. of t„o crea, dealer. „ the oit, M* in effect are
clearing Wee for of the surplus of re^ar dealer. *ay explain
the ability of Worce.ter to operate
.!,« out Brt» surplus.
da.Jers are th. agendas idling ».t of th. or.™ of out-ef-.t.t.
origin. Such specialisation of Product, handl.d pmhahly h„P S r.rermt
market com ilications.
m study attempts a new technique in analysis of ^
Average surplus crried in the market fails to indicate extremes and
variations that may exist. For that reason i sample of ten dealers of
similar type was selected for individual analysis (see Figure %% W Ui).
This analysis made by two week periods for 1936 show, that though average
•urplus is never very high, some dealers' surplus approaches Ho to 50* in
peak months while that of others remains low. though average surplus is
never very high, From month to month, considerable shift of the existent
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surplus from one dealer to another takes place. In times of market dif-
ficulty, high surplus at particular points is usually a contributing factor.
Individual dealer analysis reveals these points of stress.
Where m&rket-wide pools operate, this uneven distribution of sur-
plus is obviously eliminated. In markets not subscribing to a pool, this
type of surplus analysis reveals the need or lack of need of some form
of sales eousl ization.
Conclusion
Though this study did not set out to go all the way in establishing
adequate indies tors to guide producers and distributors in marketing milk
in Worcester, it has attempted to set forth many of the economic variations
on which dependable barometers might be based. Economic analysis of many
milk markets in this country have been prompted by the existence of current
difficulties. Such studies have been primarily interested in finding
answers to the problems in question; thus contributions to the fundamentals
of milk marketing have been incidental. As an example, the analysis of the
East Bay marked resulted in a recommended schedule of information that
should currently be kept up to date to form the basis for intelligent
marketing in that area.
This study attempts an over-all appraisal of the Worcester market
during a period of normal operation. Further analysis from the base
thus established should enable the milk trade to more intelligently
solve difficulties as they occur.
1. Tinley, J. U.
,
and Blank, Martin E. , An Analysis of the 3a st Bry
Milk Market. Agr. Exp. Sta. , Univ. of Calif., Bui. 5"^U, Berkeley,
June, 1932.
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Personal footnote, M author rite to tMj
.t-r hao heen „aa.mm „ tt . pr,.Mt tom Mly^ 8cmm ^
»*. oom; ,le ,.e m« of
,.—.* by «.wch„,eu , Mllk
Control Board. Though «. mtag „ oaly , ^ ^
major function, such activity U Infinitely TalueM, in^ 8s „
^ '° Fro, the mm pimeerllle effort ,
of .tat. goverment. in th. field of mik regulation «y »erEe a
realisation of a need for .or. complete
.utl.lt.. the* are currently
assembled.
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